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KINGS SQUARE
A place clearly recognised as the civic heart and commercial
centre of a revitalised Fremantle.
A place that embraces and celebrates city life by responding
to and connecting with all that Fremantle has to offer as a
culturally vibrant destination.
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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

		

Project Summary
Upgrading the public realm of Kings Square to recapture its importance as
the central public space of a revitalised city centre is an essential component
of the Kings Square Redevelopment Project.
The Kings Square public realm draft concept plan was prepared and released
for community and stakeholder engagement from October 2017 to the 23
January 2018 (community briefing).

•

High Street, a reserve for recreation and public utility services.

•

Queen, Adelaide and William Street road reserves.

•

Newman Court road reserve

•

Open space owned by the Anglican Church around St John’s Church

HENDERSON STREET

The final concept plan has been prepared for upgrading the Kings Square’s
public realm which includes the following areas within Kings Square:

The upgraded public realm will prioritise pedestrians with high quality landscaping and public amenity that will be a focus for civic and community activity.
The re-imagined public space will became the setting for the new civic, library
and administration building, and the new and existing commercial buildings
around the square.
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

		

NEW CITY SQUARE PROJECT
FREMANTLE STATION PRECINCT AND LINK TO VICTORIA QUAY

QUEEN STREET UPGRADE PROJECT

ADELAIDE AND POINT STREETS UPGRADE PROJECT

THE NEW RETAIL AND HOSPITALITY BOULEVARD

LINK TO THE NORTHERN GATEWAY

Background
The Kings Square Project Business Plan, 2012, identified the importance of
a high quality public realm to achieve the redevelopment project’s objectives
and to support the significant public and private investment into the precinct’s
buildings.
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The subsequent Kings Square Urban Design Strategy, Kings Square architectural competition and Fremantle’s Economic Development Strategy all reinforced the value of a coordinated and integrated precinct-wide approach to
the area’s revitalisation.
The community inspired FREO 2029 Transformational Moves, 2015, bridged
the gap between strategic thinking and realisation of change on the ground to
meet the community’s aspirations to revitalise the Fremantle city centre.
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The Kings Square redevelopment project is one of a number of key actions
or ‘transformational moves’ identified in FREO 2029. Accordingly, preparation of the draft concept design for upgrading the Kings Square public realm
is being undertaken as part of a comprehensive urban design masterplan for
an integrated network of streets, squares and parks across the city centre
precinct.
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KINGS SQUARE PUBLIC REALM CONCEPT PROJECT AREA

ADDITIONAL AREAS FOR FUTURE CONCEPTS PLANS

CITY CENTRE AND KINGS SQUARE MASTERPLAN AREA
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2.0 INTRODUCTION

		

Design brief
The Kings Square Urban Design Strategy was adopted by Council in 2012
after extensive analysis and community engagement. This key strategic document has formed the basis of the design brief for the public realm concept
design.
Key principles of the strategy include:
pedestrian space prioritised
vehicle movements slowed and minimised
vehicle servicing and some parking maintained
the edges activated
the square’s historic urban character respected and reinforced

Urban Design Strategy Plan

•
•
•
•
•

KINGS SQUARE

CITY CENTRE AND KINGS SQUARE MASTERPLAN DRAFT CONCEPT
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3.0 VISION, OBJECTIVES & PRINCIPLES

		

Vision
A place clearly recognised as the civic heart and key commercial centre of a
revitalised Fremantle. A place that embraces and celebrates city life by responding to and connecting with all that Fremantle has to offer as a culturally
vibrant destination.
Objectives
•

To create a community, civic, retail and commercial hub reflecting Kings
Square’s unique place as the traditional ‘centre’ of Fremantle and a
vibrant, active and safe place for people.

•

To develop a landmark precinct that attracts and retains more people
within Fremantle’s city centre including office workers, shoppers, visitors, tourists and residents.

•

To provide a high quality public space which accommodates a wide
range of uses from occasional major civic events to regular markets and
quiet contemplation.
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HIGH QUALITY SPACE

PLACES FOR PEOPLE

CHARACTER

Attractive successful places

Places designed for

Places with their own identity

community
Promote Fremantle’s

Consider the human scale and
comfort

character and identity

Create community and
social networks

Reinforce Fremantle’s

Promote innovation, creativity
and sustainability

Active and passive spaces

unique urban patterns

A place that respects Fremantle

A place for community,

A place with past and future

permeability and materiality

businesses and visitors

heritage layers

DIVERSITY

EASE OF MOVEMENT

CONTINUITY

Places with variety and

Easy to get to and move

Distinguish public and private

choice

through
Create a public space that

Promote mixed compatible uses

Reinforce pedestrian movement

in the private and public space

patterns

prioritises walking and cycling
Promote continuity of street

Support active ground level

Create attractive and safe routes

frontage facing the public space

and spaces

frontages
A place part of a network of

A place with a broad range of

A place that balances different

experiences,

rhythms of users

LEGIBILITY

ADAPTABILITY

SAFETY

Places easily understood

Places responsive to change

Places to use day and night

Favor landmarks as a

Promote activation, place

Promote day and night

way-finding

making and events

activities and uses

Create recognisable routes

Cater for social, economic and

Integrate surveillance and

and nodes

technology trends

dissuasion

A place with readable and

A place environmentally and

A place that engages community

customised public spaces

culturally responsive

and businesses
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4.0 SITE ANALYSIS

		

Context
By tradition, location and form, Kings Square is the civic heart of Fremantle.
The square interrupts the dense urban pattern of central Fremantle with a
welcome green space and generous gathering areas.
It provides a setting for two important historic landmark buildings – St John’s
Anglican Church and the Fremantle Town Hall - both dating from the 1880s.
The square has also accommodated a 1960s office building adjacent to the
Fremantle Town Hall, home of the City’s central library and administrative
services until December 2017.
All four sides of the square are surrounded by a continuous frontage of retail
uses, including the former Myer department store and the Queensgate building, both under demolition works.
Over recent decades, Kings Square has lost much of its significance and ‘sense
of place’ in the Fremantle community through inappropriate architectural and
landscape improvements and more recent shifts in retail location, shopping
activities and online retailing. Its landscape is dated and no longer presents as
the proud civic centre of Fremantle. The square fails to sustain the regular
activities that would normally be attributed to vibrant city centres.
Consequently, there is a growing perception of the space as rundown and
unsafe – particularly at night time. The feedback recently given by the community and user groups during community engagement period reinforced the
public perception.
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4.0 SITE ANALYSIS

		

History and heritage

						

Kings Square has been a square for only about a quarter of its life. Established in the 1830s, its original purpose was to provide a suitable anchor at
the eastern end of the High Street axis which visually connected the Roundhouse to the Anglican Church of St John’s in the centre of the square.

1830s - 1860s

During the 1880s, the church was rebuilt on its present site to the north, the
town hall was built and High Street was opened through the square to reduce
congestion in the commercial core of the growing town.
1880s - 1890s
By the 1920s, demand for space in the city centre led to development of the
eastern half of the square in a mix of public services and commercial activities. The commercial uses were removed in the 1960s and Kings Square was
returned to its civic purpose with the construction of an addition to the town
hall to house administrative functions for the City. High Street was closed
through the square, although much of the public space was still dominated by
circulating traffic and car parking.

1863

1920s - 1960s

Besides several attempts in subsequent decades to improve the appearance
and function of the space, the closure of Newman Street and removal of car
parking from the square, Kings Square today essentially maintains the form
that was imposed on it almost 50 years ago.
The current plans to upgrade and re-imagine Kings Square are the next stage
in its continuing evolution.

1970s

2017

1980s

1970s

1950s

1980s

1990s - 2017
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4.0 SITE ANALYSIS

		

Heritage listings
•

St John’s Church and the church owned triangle of land are listed on the
Municipal Heritage Inventory and registered in the National Estate and

•
•

the WA Heritage register.
Kings Square is listed on the Municipal Heritage Inventory.
Fremantle Town Hall, which opened in 1887, is listed on the Municipal
Heritage Inventory and registered in the National Estate.

St John’s Anglican Church						
St John’s Anglican Church has had a long association with Kings Square since
the first church was built in the centre of the square in the 1840s. The first
original church opened on 4 August 1843 (consecrated in 1848) and was
demolished in 1882 after the congregation relocated to the new church.

Fremantle Town Hall, Kings Square 1880s -1890s

Fremantle Town Hall, 1950s

Fremantle Town Hall, 1960s

The current church opened in 1882 and for many years was surrounded by
landscaped grounds covering almost half of the square. While the church
grounds have subsequently been visually and physically integrated into the
broader square, the Perth Diocesan Trust remains the owner of the St John’s
Church and land.
There are formal agreements between the church and City of Fremantle
dating from early last century that address public access, permitted uses and
maintenance responsibilities for the church grounds. There is also the St
John’s Anglican Church Fremantle Conservation Plan (J2012) that includes
conservation policies for the site and landscape elements, and refers the need
to develop a coordinated landscape plan for the broader Kings Square (policy
5.7). The conservation plan considers in its assessment of significance:
• Elements of some significance:
		
- Mature planting to Kings Square
		
- Footprint of the 1843 church
• Elements of little significance:
		
- Bollards to the entrance
		
- Paving and street furniture to Kings Square
		
- All other elements not specifically mentioned
The church has expressed support towards maintaining a fully integrated
design for Kings Square that ensures public access to the open spaces and
maintains St John’s Church as a centre-piece of the public realm.

Church owned land within Kings Square 1954

St John’s Church 1910s

St John’s Church 1867 (old)

St John’s Church 1908

		

St John’s Church 1880s (new)

St John’s Church 1970s
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4.0 SITE ANALYSIS

		

Public Life analysis
		
In December 2016 as part of the preparation of the draft concept design,
the City undertook an observational study looking at the current use of the
public space in and around Kings Square on an ordinary weekday. Based on
the Public Space Public Life methodology developed by urban designer Jan
Gehl, the study analysed how people currently use the various spaces to set a
reference point for the redesign process.

LOCATION 2

LOCATION 1

MANY 6160

In summary, the key findings were:

•

Kings Square is a critical part of the broader pedestrian network.

•

Newman Court/William Street entry point to the square is the most
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used.
•

Streets around the square had higher activity levels than within the square.

•

High Street axis is the most direct pedestrian route within the square.

•

People sought out shade and quiet areas within the square to sit and rest.

•

People attract people – sitting, watching and being part of city life were

LOCATION 3

the most common activities.
KINGS SQUARE OBSERVATION STUDY

LOCATION 4

LOCATION 1: QUEEN ST/ADELAIDE ST ENTRY POINT

LOCATION 3: HIGH ST MALL ENTRY POINT

LOCATION 2: QUEEN ST/HIGH ST ENTRY POINT

LOCATION 4: NEWMAN CT/FREMANTLE MALLS ENTRY POINT
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4.0 SITE ANALYSIS

		

The new five storey commercial buildings on the square’s east boundary will
provide retail, hospitality and entertainment uses at ground and lower ground
fronting Newman Court, William Street and Queen Street, and office use
above.
Amendments to the City’s local planning scheme were approved in 2013
enabling new development of up to four to six storeys on the Queen Street
frontage to the square. All new developments fronting Queen Street are
required to have uses at ground level that activate the adjacent public space.

KINGS SQUARE

PUBLIC REALM EDGES

Civic, Community & Library

The proposed four storey civic building for the City of Fremantle will provide
public library, civic and community facilities on the lower ground, ground and
first floor levels with retail and hospitality on the ground level fronting Newman Court, High Street and William Street.

Existing street Elevations

Kings Square is currently surrounded by buildings of one to four levels that
generally accommodate retail and hospitality uses on the ground floor and office activities and commercial services above. The Federal Hotel on William
Street provides the only accommodation activity.

Redeveloped Myer & Queensgate buildings

Built form and land use
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Existing trees
						
There are 40 trees in the Kings Square project area consisting of the following species: Moreton Bay Fig, London Plane, Canary Island Date Palms, WA
Red Flowering Gum, Lombardy Poplar, Rottnest Island Tea Tree, Queensland
Brush Box Tree and Fiddlewood. The majority of the existing trees (41) are
exotics or native to the eastern states (QLD).
		
The four Broad Leafed Paper Barks located in Sirona’s site have been
removed at the start of the demolition works. The four London Planes in
William St are located within private property.

QUEEN ST

ST JOHN’S CHURCH

TOWN HALL CENTRE

HENDERSON ST

ADELAIDE ST

Since 2008 the City has been monitoring the health and structure of trees
across the city, including the Moreton Bay Figs in Kings Square. Consultant
arborists have been engaged by the City to conduct specialised tree assessment and reporting to inform the broader city centre masterplan. When
recommended, specific testing, monitoring and remedial actions have been
undertaken to improve tree health.
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WILLIAM ST

WA RED FLOWERING GUM		
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EXISTING TREES SCALE 1:1250 @ A3
GH

FIDDLEWOOD			 01

HI

The arboriculture assessment undertaken in September 2015 identified that
although the majority of the Moreton Bay Figs assessed were in fair health,
there were signs of decay and potential risk, particularly in the two trees
south of St John’s Anglican Church. These trees do not have a healthy canopy (15m) when compared to the healthier specimens of a similar age. The
trees show decay associated with previous wounds, hazardous deadwood
and limb decline (uneven limbs), stunted growth, reduced and sparse canopy
(increased risk for decline and death which increases structural risk).

MANY 6160

NEWMAN COURT

4.0 SITE ANALYSIS

The large Moreton Bay Fig used for Christmas celebrations is in particular,
recently showing signs of stress. The project team designing the new public
realm is making the assumption the tree will improve in health and be part of
the future square’s landscape.

MORETON BAY FIGS

07

QUEENSLAND BRUSH BOX

06

ROTTNEST ISLAND TEA TREE

01

CANARY ISLAND DATE PALM

12

		

LONDON PLANE			10		

There are seven well-structured and healthy mature London Planes in Kings
Square that will be affected by the overall footprint of the new civic building
and have been identified for relocation within the project area. Two Canary
Island Date Palms identified in the draft concept for relocation within the
square have been successfully transplanted to Newman Court in July 2017
(plan updated).

LOMBARDY POPLAR		

01

TREES NOT INCLUDED IN THE KINGS SQUARE PUBLIC REALM:
LONDON PLANE, ORIENTAL PLANE AND BROAD LEAVED PAPERBARK
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4.0 SITE ANALYSIS

		

Pedestrians and cyclists
The predominant movement mode in Kings Square is pedestrian. The movement patterns vary, including walking through the square, arriving and staying
in the square, and entering the square to go to a specific destination.
Over recent years, a series of modifications have been made to the surrounding streets to reduce the impact of vehicle movements and to improve the
pedestrian environment. These successful modifications underpin the urban
design approach which is centred on improving the pedestrian environment
further.
Cycling is a growing mode of transport in Fremantle and is actively promoted by the City, including the introduction of a contra-flow bicycle lane in the
Kings Square section of William Street. Site observations suggest most cycling
activity in Kings Square is slow speed in nature and requires access in multiple
directions across and around the square. Although the contraflow lane is
used, it is also apparent cyclists use the broader public realm and co-exist well
with pedestrians with a minimum amount of conflict.

Vehicle movement and parking
						
The existing movement pattern for vehicles in Kings Square is one-way. Vehicles enter at Adelaide Street, traveling around the town hall and along William
Street. Servicing and parking is maintained along most of the length of this
route and detracts from creating a great place for people. In addition, the
church has some parking allocation on the south side of the church building
within the square as well as dedicated on-road bays on the square side of
Queen Street.
Both Newman Court and High Street (in Kings Square) are constructed to
allow occasional vehicle access for events and specific purposes. Newman
Court has universal access bays that are heavily used by users of the visitor
centre and library, and parking allocation for authorised vehicles that access
mainly through William Street.
Car parking is viewed as detracting from the character of Kings Square.
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4.0 SITE ANALYSIS

		

Sun, shade and solar access
Summer shade within the square is predominantly from trees, particularly
the trees around the church. Other than shade from awnings over footpaths
around the edge of the square, there is currently little shade to the surrounding streets.
Many of the existing open spaces within the square enjoy substantial winter
sun as trees are a mix of evergreen and deciduous.
Shadow analysis has shown that potential new buildings to six storeys on the
Queen Street frontage will marginally increase overshadowing of the Queen
Street road reserve with very limited impact on the northern edge of Kings
Square.
21 DECEMBER 12.00 PM

21 DECEMBER 3.00 PM

21 JUNE 12.00 PM

21 JUNE 3.00 PM
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5.0 COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
The community engagement approach for the renewal of the public spaces
in Kings Square was designed to inform people about the draft concept plan
and seek feedback. A thirteen week engagement process was carried out
between 24 October and 23 January 2018, with the aim of capturing a broad
range of views from the community.

•

play scape design workshops were held over two weeks in June
2017 with children from five local primary schools. The children identified their preferred play activities and drew ideas for new play features
in Kings Square before working in small groups to create a design model
and present it to the class, City officers and the Mayor (or another
elected member). Their worksheets were displayed in the Fremantle
Library from 22 September to 24 October 2017. In December 2017,
City officers returned to the schools to show the children how their
input was used. After presenting the draft concept design, the children
were asked for feedback on what they liked about the design and how
they thought could be improved.

•

pop-up consultations were held across five community events were
held to engage pre-schoolers, parents, grandparents and carers and
gather their suggestions and ideas for the play space. The project team
had one-on-one discussions with parents, asking for their ideas for the
play space including questions about preferred play activities, amenities
and children’s programmes and events. A specially designed activity using
duplo was used to engage pre-schoolers in the consultation. As part of
the Children’s Library school holiday programme, pre-schoolers created
a book of their ideas for the play space.

•

meetings were held with St John’s Church, Youth Advisory Council, Early Years Network, Autism WA. The conversations provided an
opportunity for stakeholders to share their ideas and aspirations for the
public space and provide feedback on the draft concept plan.

•

submissions were received during the consultation period.

•

an internal reference group of City officers met regularly for the
duration of the consultation period. The reference group provided an
opportunity to discuss design issues, ideas and opportunities and assist
refine the concept plan.

•

a community forum was held on 23 January 2018. The forum provided participants an opportunity hear about the key themes to emerge
from the consultation and receive a final briefing on the plan prior to it
being presented to council AND CONSULTATION		

A parallel engagement process for the Kings Square play space was carried
out between 7 June and 12 December 2017, with the aim of capturing ideas
from children, parents, carers and service providers to inform the concept
design.
The My Say Freo website was used as a central engagement hub for project
documents, background information, consultation events and an interactive
version of the draft concept design.
Engagement approach
The key activities in the engagement process included:
• an online survey and brainstorm was hosted for the duration of
the consultation period (24 October - 8 December 2017). The survey
sought detailed feedback on ideas proposed for the civic square, High
Street spine, churchyard garden and the perimeter streets in the draft
concept plan and forum provided a moderated space for the community to brainstorm ideas, aspirations and identify any concerns for the
square.
•

•

a forum for Kings Square traders was held on 21 November
2017. The forum provided business owners an opportunity to learn
more about what the concept design proposed and ask questions of
the project team. Prior to the forum, City officers visited all businesses
around Kings Square and provided information about the opportunity
to contribute feedback on the draft plan.
a focus group was held with interested volunteers and visitors at the
Wanjoo Welcome Lounge (formerly One Stop Shop) on 22 November
2017. The focus group provided participants with an opportunity to discuss the ideas outlined in the concept plan and share information about
their use of the space.
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5.0 ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION		

ments for little ones and consideration for older siblings - was important to
ensure the space was well used by families and activated throughout the day
and into the evening.
The majority of participants were supportive of prioritising pedestrians and
limiting vehicle movement through the square.

Participants
Approximately 350 people participated in the consultation activities. The
figure below shows how people chose to participate.

REFERENCE GROUP

22

COMMUNITY FORUM
SUBMISSIONS
MEETINGS

Car parking provided many divergent views depending on the stakeholder
group being represented. However, it was generally agreed that parking
bays to cater for the church, universal access, pick-up and drop-off, motorcycles, service vehicles and loading were required as proposed in the plan,
but parking for tourist vehicles and shuttle services, taxi and ride-share also
needed to be accommodated.

19

3

19

POP-UP CONSULTATION EVENTS

50

PLAY SPACE DESIGN WORKSHOPS
FOCUS GROUP

167

0 ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION		
Findings

15

TRADER’S FORUM
ONLINE

There was significant support for the public space to have plenty of shade
provided by trees and high-quality landscaping as suggested in the draft concept plan. Many participants perceive the primary function of the square as a
meeting place.

30

21

“Dual Aboriginal language for all signage and relevant interpretive panels around the Square and
beyond with a multi-use walkway leading out and back from the Square and covering Heritage sites
around the city depicting the contributions made by waves of immigrant groups - starting 2000
generations ago.”

“Keep library activities in

“A large screen area /outdoor cinema for when spe-

mind. They are great and

cial events are on to encourage people to come into

bring people together and

Fremantle and celebrate or engage in festivities.”

could spill to the outside.”

“ I like the idea of changing out the public art to reuse elements owned by the City of Fremantle. The
collection could be expanded to increase the level
of change and interest.”

“An activity which most people enjoy, myself included is to
watch the world go by. I think
the garden should continue
to provide for that. I hope the
outdoor reading book comes

Places for people to sit, either alone or in groups were considered important in the proposed civic and contemplative spaces. The seating should be
complementary of the surrounding streetscape but also comfortable and
accessible for people of all ages and ability. It was also suggested the civic and
contemplative spaces could incorporate a water feature, relaxation areas and
sensory elements.

The majority of participants supported the proposal to create shared spaces
for pedestrians, cyclists and vehicles on Adelaide Street, William Street and
Newman Court. However, it was suggested that Newman Court should
remain pedestrian only to make the space safer for people, allow for ease of
movement and facilitate better connection between the Sirona building and
the public spaces in Kings Square.
Many participants felt that the public space would be improved if it allowed
for uses to continually change and evolve. The idea of an ephemeral public
art programme, pop-up events, outdoor screens, and temporary traders
and events were suggested to maximise interest and use, and a future place
management strategy was recommended.
Many participants saw a need for recognition of the social, cultural and built
heritage of Kings Square and Fremantle in and felt it could be combined
with the landscape design features. 		

There was a high level of support for a new play space in the upgraded public
space. Specifically, it was suggested that the play area should incorporate water elements, climbing and swinging structures, and natural materials. Many
participants felt that the play space should be adaptable to “give it a festival
feel and mix it up” and designed to accommodate children’s events, library
activities, concerts or creative activities.

back as well.”
“Seating and tables where people can meet and make it a hub before heading off.”

While it was recognised that the play space will be designed mainly for young
children, it was suggested that a play space for broader age range - with ele-

		

Former Councilor Jean Hobson with Mayor Brad Pettit, Fremantle 2017
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QUEEN STREET UPGRADE PROJECT

6.0
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ADELAIDE AND POINT STREETS UPGRADE PROJECT

LINK TO NEW CITY SQUARE AND VICTORIA QUAY

LINK TO NORTHERN GATEWAY

Urban character
9

QUEEN ST

2

5

4
6

8

7

8

FOMO

2

HENDERSON ST

ST JOHN’S CHURCH

ADELAIDE ST

The concept design aims to re-establish Kings Square as a vibrant, coherent
urban space defined and enclosed by buildings and landscape. While a variety
of public spaces typologies are proposed, all the square’s public realm will be
integrated through the consistent use of a palette of paving materials, street
furniture, planting and lighting will be selected during the detailed design stage
to reflect and reinforce a Fremantle sense of place.

3

GH

ST

1

HI

CIVIC, LIBRARY &
COMMUNITY BUILDING

FOMO

QUEENSGATE CARPARK

TOWN HALL

The square will be able to accommodate occasional major civic events or
gatherings, smaller more regular and organised events, markets and commercial events, shopping and alfresco spaces as well as quiet contemplative spaces.

WILLIAM ST

8

CONCEPT COMPONENTS SCALE 1:1250 @ A3

GH

ST

MA

LL

2

HI

The creation of a high quality civic space is a principle for the Kings Square
public space design and the following sections describe each of the key spaces
and conceptual ideas.

9

10

QUEEN ST

NEWMAN COURT

The concept design aims to re-establish the historic civic urban character of
the square that was embodied in its three distinct but interdependent parts:
High Street, Church triangle and City triangle. The concept also restores the
square’s historical street pattern as a key part of the heritage of the place by
redefining Newman Court as a shared space. The introduction of ordered
street tree planting along all edges of the square, will also emphasise its spatial
structure and civic importance within the city centre.

PAVEMENT PALETTE
LANDSCAPED AREAS

		

1 - CIVIC SQUARE AND URBAN FOREST			

6 - CHURCH YARD (SENSORY GARDEN)

2 - HIGH STREET SPINE AND WINDOWS TO THE PAST

7 - CHURCH FORECOURT

3 - URBAN ROOM (SLOPED LAWN)			

8 - SHARED SPACES

4 - PLAYSCAPE			

9 - PEDESTRIAN RAISED INTERSECTION

		

5 - URBAN GARDEN				

10 - QUEEN STREET UPGRADE
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QUEEN STREET

HENDERSON STREET

NEWMAN COURT

HI

GH

ST

RE

ET

ADELAIDE STREET

QUEEN STREET

M
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L

WILLIAM STREET

ST
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ET

KINGS SQUARE PUBLIC REALM MASTERPLAN
5

10

20

50

HI

GH

0
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Trees strategy and public open spaces
The proposed tree strategy and public open space concept implementation
will increase the tree canopy coverage and the public spaces where pedestrians and community are prioritised.
• Existing tree canopy
• Proposed tree canopy

4,867 sq m
6,652 sq m

14 % coverage 44 Trees
19 % coverage 67 Trees

•
•

Existing soft landscape
Proposed soft landscape

2,723 sq m
2,325 sq m

15 % of project precinct
13 % of project precinct

•
•

Existing public space
Proposed public space

14,059 sq m
14,074 sq m

78.7 % of project precinct
78.9 % of project precinct

EXISTING TREE CANOPY

PROPOSED TREE CANOPY

EXISTING SOFT LANDSCAPE (EXC. PLAYGROUND)

PROPOSED SOFT LANDSCAPE (EXC. PLAY SCAPE)

EXISTING PUBLIC SPACE

PROPOSED PUBLIC SPACE

The initial draft concept report included the play areas as part of the existing
soft landscape calculations. The current minor reduction in ‘soft landscaping’
is a result of omitting the play area from these calculations.
The Kings Square precinct including church-owned land, public realm and
buildings (existing and proposed) is 17,857 sq m.
Tree canopy
Existing canopy was based on the arboriculturist survey and the proposed
canopy was based on the mature canopy spread for each specie. The percentage of canopy coverage was calculated considering the project precinct
area.
Soft landscape
The soft landscape includes all landscaped areas (turf, mulch and garden beds)
within the project precinct excluding the play scape hard surfaces and play
equipments.
Public space
The public space includes the shared spaces (Adelaide Street, William Street
and Newman Court), all the pavement and the urban room.
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Tree strategy

			
QUEEN ST

The concept incorporates a strategy for trees that seeks to:

MANY 6160
ST JOHN’S CHURCH

ADELAIDE ST

Of the 40 existing trees in the Kings Square, 16 are trees to be retained, 10
to be transplanted on-site and 14 will be removed. Removal and relocation
is requires as some trees are affected by the new building footprint or urban
design concept and some are in poor health and structural condition.

QUEENSGATE CARPARK

TOWN HALL

HI

GH

ST

Trees to be removed include: six Queensland Brush Box trees, two Moreton
Bay Figs, two WA Red Flowering Gums, one Rottnest Island Tea Tree, one
Fiddlewood tree, one Lombardy Poplar and one London Plane.

WILLIAM ST

TREE TO BE REMOVED - AFFECTED BY BUILDING FOOTPRINT AND WORKS (10)

ST

MA

LL

TREE STRATEGY SCALE 1:1250 @ A3
GH

TREE TO BE REMOVED - IDENTIFIED HEALTH AND/OR STRUCTURAL DECLINE (4)

HI

The main specie for removal is the Queensland Brush Box tree. These trees
are unsuitable for a civic urban square due to high water consumption and
shedding of nuts. Their timber is hard wearing and highly resistant to insects
and the trunks and branches have the potential to be reused as street furniture and/or nature play elements in other City projects as identified in the
Greening Fremantle Strategy.

TOWN HALL CENTRE

HENDERSON ST

•

retain as many healthy trees as possible
improve the health of any existing trees showing signs of stress/decay
relocate trees, when possible, that are directly affected by the new
building works and therefore prepared them in advance
plant new trees to make up for the loss of any existing trees at a ratio of
2:1.

NEWMAN COURT

•
•
•

TREE TO BE RETAINED AND PROTECTED (18)
TREE TO BE RELOCATED WITHIN SQUARE - AFFECTED BY BUILDING FOOTPRINT (07)
TREE OUT OF KINGS SQUARE PRECINCT
PRIVATE PROPERTY TREES (4)

LONDON PLANES									

CANARY ISLAND DATE PALMS			

		

MORETON BAY FIGS
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Tree Strategy (cont)					
QUEEN ST

FOMO

ST

ST JOHN’S CHURCH

NEWMAN COURT

The canopy in the future civic square will be increased to 35 % with the proposed relocation of six mature London Planes. In anticipation of this, the City
commenced the 12-month preparation for transplanting of the trees (February 2017).

CIVIC, LIBRARY &
COMMUNITY BUILDING

In July 2017, anticipating the Kings Square redevelopment demolition works
(Sirona), two Canary Island Date Palms were transplanted to their final
location in the Newman Court alignment. Relocation of the remaining trees
(seven London Planes and one Canary Island Date Palms) expected to take
place in April/May 2018. The trees will be protected and monitored during
demolition and construction works in accordance with the tree protection
standards and issued specifications.

FOMO
QUEENSGATE CARPARK

TOWN HALL

TREE CANOPY SCALE 1:1250 @ A3

KINGS SQUARE TREES: NEW MEDIUM SIZE, LIGHT FOLIAGE & FLOWER (30)

GH

ST
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LL

WILLIAM ST

HI

New trees will be planted along Queen, Adelaide and William Streets and
Newman Court in accordance with the Greening Fremantle Strategy objective to increase city wide canopy cover from 12% to 20%.

HENDERSON ST

HI
GH

ADELAIDE ST

The removal of two Moreton Bay Figs south of St John’s Anglican Church (future civic square) was recommended by the arborist consultant due to safety
concerns associated with the ongoing decline in health and structural condition of the trees (the fig tree adjacent to High Street did not pass the risk of
harm assessment). The removal of both figs was discussed with the Anglican
Church (land owner) and the Heritage Council. A referreal will be submitted.

LANDMARK TREES: EXISTING CANARY ISLAND DATE PALMS (12)

STREET TREES: EXISTING AND PROPOSED LONDON PLANES (20)

The precinct concept design incorporates a total of 67 trees (19% canopy
cover), with an increase of 23 trees (+5%) to the existing number. The trees
in the precinct will be a mix of evergreen and deciduous species depending
on the requirements of the various locations (summer shade and winter sun).

SIGNIFICANT TREES: EXISTING MORETON BAY FIGS (5)

The final selection of the tree species framing the square will be made during
the detailed design stage, depending on stock availability and project phasing.
The main objective is to have a deciduous, light foliage flowering medium size
street tree that changes the square setting and creates interest year around.
The Jacaranda is the recommended tree amongst the four shortlisted species: Jacaranda mimosifolia, Delonis regia, Tipuana tipu and Bauhinia blakeana.
SIGNIFICANT TREES

					

		

STREET TREES & URBAN FOREST		
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Civic square and urban forest 					
A well shaded civic square is proposed adjacent to the town hall and incorporating parts of High and Adelaide Streets.
This location was traditionally one of the city’s major public meeting places
and the proposed civic square is aimed to reinstate this function. The shade
from mature trees, transplanted from Newman Court and High Street, will
provide comfort and significantly reduce the heat island effect in the predominantly hard paved square.

FOMO

HENDERSON ST

HI
GH

ST

ST JOHN’S CHURCH

NEWMAN COURT

ADELAIDE ST

QUEEN ST

The civic square will augment the capacity of the High Street spine and the
new civic building lawn (urban room) for major public events.
CIVIC, LIBRARY &
COMMUNITY BUILDING

The design of Newman Court is for a shared space with limited traffic movements (service vehicles, loading and unloading). The ability to control access
to vehicles (either by removable bollards or other measures) will enable the
occasional closure of Adelaide and William Streets for major public events in
the new civic square.

TOWN HALL

QUEENSGATE CARPARK

FOMO

WILLIAM ST

SCALE 1:1250 @ A3

CIVIC SQUARE PAVEMENT PATTERN

HI

GH

ST

MA

LL

The concept allows for a less cluttered and shaded space designed to be flexible, easily changed (by events, season, etc.) and managed by a dedicated City
resource tasked with place management.
The street furniture and the lighting design will be key components of this
space and will be further developed at the next project stage. Movable and
custom design furniture recommended.

URBAN FOREST :
- TRANSPLANTED LONDON PLANES
- EXISTING MORETON BAY FIG AND CANARY ISLAND DATE PALMS
- KINGS SQUARE FRAMING TREE: JACARANDA

Opening of the Tramway 1930s 		

Town Hall 1940s			

KINGS SQUARE CONCEPT DESIGN PRECEDENT IMAGES
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ARTIST IMPRESSION OF ADELAIDE STREET
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High street spine
High Street within the square, the civic lawn (urban room) and the civic
square will combine with the historic town hall and the new council building
as the civic heart of Fremantle.
High Street is the major east-west axis across the city centre and Kings Square
is a major focus along the spine. The High Street spine will be able to accommodate occasional major civic events or gatherings as well as smaller more
regular and organised events, markets and commercial events. The spine will
also be the place for street art performances, concert stages, temporary outdoor screens and artwork installations, therefore installation of basic conduits
and infrastructure will be further detailed.

HENDERSON ST
CIVIC, LIBRARY &
COMMUNITY BUILDING

A civic focus will be provided along the axis by the ramped north facing lawn
integrated into the front of the new civic building (facing the church), that can
be used for a range of activities from casual relaxation to a formal outdoor
civic and cultural events viewing area. The civic lawn (urban room) will be
part of the entrance to the building’s first floor civic level.

TOWN HALL

High Street Markets 2006

FOMO

LL
MA
GH

ST

SCALE 1:1250 @ A3
HIGH STREET SPINE PAVEMENT PATTERN
TREE ALIGNMENT - LONDON PLANES
EXISTING AND TRANSPLANTED WITHIN SQUARE

Heritage interpretation of the area will continue to be a key focus and will
build upon archaeological digs in both 1986 and more recently in January
2018.

Parade in High Street 1930s 		

QUEENSGATE CARPARK

WILLIAM ST

HI

High Street will be prioritised as a pedestrian friendly space and will include
protection from vehicle movements. A future place management plan will
assist in minimising any negative impacts around event logistics and coordination. The street furniture and lighting design will be key components that
reinforce this spine.

FOMO

HI
GH

ST

ST JOHN’S CHURCH

NEWMAN COURT

ADELAIDE ST

QUEEN ST

KINGS SQUARE CONCEPT DESIGN PRECEDENT IMAGES
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ARTIST IMPRESSION OF HIGH STREET AND CIVIC SQUARE
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Windows to the past
Archaeological findings
An archaeological dig in Fremantle’s historic Kings Square has given a glimpse
into Fremantle’s early colonial street life (1800s). Test excavations were
carried out on the site of the original St. John’s Church to uncover physical
evidence of what used to be on the site.
The initial dig in January 2018 was extended after unexpected finds, including
that the 1843 original St John’s church (1843) which was demolished in 1882,
was much larger than historical plans indicated.
There was also an interesting discovery outside the main entrance of the
City of Fremantle administration building, with shop foundations and artifacts
unearthed from a blacksmith/farrier business from the late1800s. Other
finds included the remains of a 1900s corner newsagent and the hall that sat
behind it as well as foundations of basements of Federation-era shops which
fronted High Street.

TOWN HALL CENTRE

Artifacts dating as far back as the early1800s including clay pipes, ceramics,
black glass, a Snider rifle bullet, horseshoes and 19th century tools.

J. Mcilroy Excavations 1986

The next phase of the archaeological project involves analysing, sorting, cleaning and cataloging the results the artifacts from the excavations. A report will
be issue with results and recommendations.
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ST JOHN’S CHURCH

Windows to the past
Heritage and historical interpretation
One of the public realm concept design goals is to be respectful to the place Kings Square, therefore showcase the layers of history and cultural heritage.
The ‘windows to the past’ is an heritage and historical interpretation project
included in the Kings Square public realm concept design that will give residents and visitors a unique Fremantle experience by allowing stories to be
told.
Early European Settlement
The ‘windows to the past’ concept is to unveil and to permanently expose
relevant parts of the archaeological findings located in High Street by showcasing them through simple (but robust) glassed windows as an interpretation
feature. Lighting and the story telling are important features of the project.

HI

GH

ST

TOWN HALL CENTRE

HIGH STREET - FIRST CHURCH EXCAVATIONS

The starting point will be the footings (the footprint) of the first church and
the basic information given by the digs made the ‘windows to the past’ a viable component of the public realm.

ST JOHN’S CHURCH

Further detail is required in the detailed design stage conditioned to the
archaeology consultant final report and findings status. Key factors such as
permeability and drainage, the trafficability of available materials and the light
(night activation) will be further researched and detailed.
Noongar Whadjuk Land
The Kings Square concept design has not jumped to solutions in terms of
understanding, acknowledging and expressing the stories associated with
Noongar Whadjuk people.

CIVIC, LIBRARY &
COMMUNITY BUILDING
URBAN ROOM

HI

GH

ST

The city is committed to working with Noongar representatives to develop
this important aspect of the project. It is scheduled to commence this work in
March 2018 with a presentation to the Whadjuk Working Party at the South
West Aborigenal Land and Sea Council.

HIGH STREET - WINDOWS TO THE PAST (EXAMPLE)
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Recreation and play scape

The children’s play space is integrated fully into the broader public realm
design and proposed urban garden located in the eastern end of the precinct
(Queen with High Street). This is the preferred location due to proximity to
the future café/hospitality in the new civic building.

RE
SC

O

5

A major and unique play space designed by local landscape architecture studio
- Seedesign, draws on the principles of ‘nature play’ but applied to an urban
setting. Integrated into the overall landscape of the area, the play space maintains a balance between safety from vehicles on Queen Street whilst retaining
an open and welcoming presence from within the square.

CAFE

FOMO

HENDERSON ST

HI
GH

ST

ST JOHN’S CHURCH

NEWMAN COURT

4

AL
F

ADELAIDE ST

QUEEN ST

3

The community engagement process for the play scape design, described in
section 5, was developed to ensure the design is driven by the community’s
values and ideas for the play space – including young children who will ultimately use the facility.

CIVIC, LIBRARY &
COMMUNITY BUILDING

TOWN HALL

QUEENSGATE CARPARK

FOMO

WILLIAM ST

SCALE 1:1250 @ A3
URBAN GARDEN (5) + URBAN ROOM (3) + LANDSCAPED AREAS
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Seedesign developed the urban play space concept (draft) and presented it
back to the community. The schematic design report is attached to the Kings
Square public Realm Concept Design.

4

PLAY SCAPE
EXISTING MORETON BAY FIGS

Kings Square Recreation and Playground 2017					
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Concept Plan
6
9

5

19

2

4

LEGEND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Crane_Swing + Fort
Crane_Spinner + Fort
Climbable Sea Containers with nets
Train Track
Slide
Existing Tree
Cottage influenced Monkey Bars
Grand Stand/Outdoor Learning
Totem Pole Lighting Feature
Timber decking

11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Hand Pump
Bridge One
Bridge Two
Softwall (Water Interp)
Net in Existing Tree
Limestone Spalling
Entry Threshold
Planting
Grassed Areas

11
7

14

16
3

13

18

6
15
18

8

18

12

1
19

10

15

17
10

18

6

19

8
17

19

16

SEEDESIGN URBAN PLAY SCAPE
CONCEPT PLAN
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Church yard and urban garden
				
The area between St John’s Church and Queen Street will reinstate the urban
garden character of the predominantly ‘green’ church yard that surrounded
the church until recent years. This area will provide a softer, landscaped and
more contemplative alternative to the civic square on the south side of the
church.

QUEEN ST

ST JOHN’S CHURCH
CAFE

FOMO

HI
GH

ST

The reduction of pavement on the northern side of the church and the implementation of the urban room will balance (slightly increase) the removal of
grassed areas on the civic building triangle.

NEWMAN COURT

O

5
AL
F

ADELAIDE ST

6

RE
SC

6.0

The church forecourt and outdoor areas will have improved amenity for
church events, passive recreation and respite from the busier urban spaces
in the remainder of Kings Square. The detailed landscaped design will investigate incorporating productive and sensory gardens as well as floral planting
options.

HENDERSON ST

2

CIVIC, LIBRARY &
COMMUNITY BUILDING

QUEENSGATE CARPARK

FOMO

TOWN HALL

SCALE 1:1250 @ A3

ST JOHN’S ANGLICAN CHURCH OWNED LAND

HI

GH

ST
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WILLIAM ST

2

FIRST CHURCH FOOTPRINT (POTENTIAL INTERPRETATION)
CHURCH YARD (6) + URBAN GARDEN (5) + LANDSCAPED AREAS

St John’s Church Gardens			

1948 				

1966
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Vehicle movement and parking
						
The proposed vehicle movement (trafficable width) and parking locations
within Kings Square are in keeping with the key principles of the Kings Square
Urban Design Strategy adopted by council in 2012 after extensive community
engagement.

QUEEN STREET

NEWMAN COURT

The St John’s Anglican Church parking located in Queen Street will be removed to widen the footpath next to the Moreton Bay figs. The six (6) bays
will be relocated to church-owned land, south of the church building. The
proposed concept has been discussed with and supported by the church.

ADELAIDE STREET

The key principles of the strategy include:
• pedestrian space prioritised
• vehicle movements slowed and minimised
• vehicle servicing and some parking maintained.

QUEEN STREET

The long-term public parking will be removed from Kings Square and perimeter streets including Queen Street between the Adelaide and High Street
intersections. Parking bays for people with mobility needs (ACROD), pick-up
and set-down, motorcycles, servicing and loading will be catered for in the
precinct. A dedicated bay for tourism/coach operators, shared by Fremantle
tram, airport shuttle and cruise shuttle, has been proposed in William Street.

ADELAIDE STREET:			
NEWMAN COURT:
1 ACROD bay		
		
1 Loading bay
3 Set-down and pick-up bays
2 Loading bays					
			
WILLIAM STREET:				QUEEN STREET
2 ACROD bays				
1 CAT bus stop
6 Set-down and pick-up bays 		
2 Tourism/Coach bays
2 Loading bays (authorised vehicles)		
4 Set-down and pick-up bay		
1 Loading bay 				
1 Loading bay
1 Tourism/Coach bay (authorised vehicles) 3 Long-term public parking
5 Motorcycle bays

WILLIAM STREET

PROPOSED PARKING LOCATION

WILLIAM STREET

SCALE 1:2000 @ A3

TRAFFICABLE WIDTH

MOTORCYCLE PARKING

ST JOHN’S ANGLICAN CHURCH PARKING

TRAM AND TOURISM AUTHORISED VEHICLES STOP

ACROD PARKING

COACH, TAXI, RIDE SHARE, PICK-UP AND SET-DOWN PARKING

PICK-UP AND SET-DOWN SHORT-TERM PARKING

PUBLIC LONG-TERM PARKING (QUEEN STREET)

LOADING ZONE
AUTHORISED VEHICLES PARKING 		

		

CAT BUS STOP (QUEEN STREET)
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Shared spaces (perimeter streets)
9

9

ST JOHN’S CHURCH
CAFE

The City’s aim is to achieve the Main Roads WA approval for a Shared Zone
and the design elements reflect the MRWA Shared Zone guidelines. However, it is unlikely a formal Shared Zone will be achieved at the outset given
that the streets do not currently meet MRWA Shared Zone criteria (10 km/
hr and 300 vehicles per day).

CIVIC, LIBRARY &
COMMUNITY BUILDING

TOWN HALL

The streets are enhanced with trees, new paving, lighting, street furniture and
wider footpaths to encourage alfresco dining.
Newman Court is proposed with limited vehicle access - servicing, and be
fully closed for significant parts of the day/week. However Newman Court
will also be able to be opened for limited traffic if Adelaide Street needs to
be temporarily closed for an event.

FOMO

HENDERSON ST

The detailed design of these streets will prioritise pedestrian movement and
activity as well as seek to integrate activities across these (traditionally) linear
spaces and increase space for economic and recreational activity.

NEWMAN COURT

QUEEN ST

ADELAIDE ST

The streets on all sides of the square – Adelaide Street, William Street and
Newman Court – are enhanced as high quality pedestrian spaces to encourage maximum activation from retail and hospitality uses in buildings fronting
the square. All perimeter streets (except Queen Street) are designed as
‘shared spaces’ for pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle use.

QUEENSGATE CARPARK

FOMO

WILLIAM ST

SCALE 1:1250 @ A3

PAVEMENT PATTERN

9

QUEEN STREET PEDESTRIAN PRIORITY RAISED INTERSECTION

Traffic control infrastructure will be in place to enable Adelaide and William
Streets and/or Newman Court to be closed to vehicles for special events or
other requirements.

Naval day decorations 1919		

Festival Freo 1970s			
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Retail & hospitality frontages

St. John’s Anglican Church

ADELAIDE STREET

CROSS-SECTION 1:100 LOOKING TOWARDS QUEEN STREET (NORTH EAST)
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Tree

New civic building

NEWMAN COURT

Trafficable
width

Retail & hospitality frontages

Parking

SHARED SPACE

Trafficable
width

Parking

New civic building

SHARED SPACE

FOMO

WILLIAM STREET 1:200 @ A4

NEWMAN COURT 1:200 @ A4

WILLIAM STREET

CROSS-SECTION 1:200 LOOKING TOWARDS QUEEN STREET (NORTH EAST)

CROSS-SECTION 1:200 LOOKING TOWARDS ADELAIDE STREET (NORTH WEST)
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Queen Street (Perimeter Streets)
The section of Queen Street adjacent to the square (between High and Adelaide
Streets) will be further developed and promoted as part of the broader improved
shopping boulevard that will eventually link Kings Square with the Fremantle Station (rail and bus) and the Victoria Quay waterfront.

Church yard and Playscape

QUEEN STREET
CROSS-SECTION 1:200

Footpath

Two way road

Parking

Footpath

QUEEN
@ A4the Queen Street’s pedestrian enviIn the Kings Square
publicSTREET
realm 1:200
concept,
ronment is enhanced and integrated in the square design and character through
pavement, street trees (Jacaranda) and furniture, whilst maintaining its traffic and
bus route function (example right side).

The intersections with High Street and Adelaide Street are pedestrian-friendly and
raised to the square’s level. The widening of the footpath, specially near the corner
buildings, will promote frontage activity and alfresco dinning.
The CAT bus stop is introduced in the north footpath. The long-term public parking between the Adelaide and High Street is replaced by tourism, shared ride, and
pick-up/set-down parking bays.

Bahnhofplatz Aachen, Germany by HH+F Architekten Hentrup Heyes + Fuhrmann
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Public art and cultural interpretation			
At this stage of concept development the public art brief is likely to offer a
range of opportunities:
• A number of integrated artwork sites within the new civic building and
visible from the public domain, including a stand-alone location in Newman Court (Public Artwork EOI).
• An artist included in the Kings Square urban play scape design team:
illustration, light and sound components.
• Cultural interpretation of the site.
Across the artworks it is anticipated that the following themes will be represented:
• A celebration of Fremantle as an artistic city.
• A celebration of Walyalup (Fremantle) and recognition of Whadjuk
Noongar culture.
• The cultural and built heritage of the square.
Every aspect needs not be in each artwork, however it will be essential that
the artworks are site specific.
It is anticipated the project will not commission a free standing public artwork for Kings Square, but will use the City’s annual Temporary Art Program
to activate and refresh the square on a regular basis. The City has several
pieces of existing public art in Kings Square that will each be considered for
retention, relocation or removal.

Temporary Installations					

Temporary Playscapes					

Street Art and Lighting				

		

Street Furniture

KINGS SQUARE PUBLIC REALM CONCEPT DESIGN

Heritage and Cultural Interpretation
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QUEEN STREET

*

QUEEN STREET

8

12
5

Kings Square is already well used by the community as a space for public
events and festivals. It is anticipated demand will increase following the
broader redevelopment of Kings Square.
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3

*
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NEWMAN COURT

Event infrastructure and place activation

7
11
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ADELAIDE STREET

CONCEPT PLAN 		

ADELAIDE STREET

6.0

8

10

3
1
3

3

3
1

8

The Kings Square overall concept design proposes a range of public spaces
able to accommodate civic, cultural and community events of various scales
(medium and small) and requirements:

4

11

3

WILLIAM ST

WILLIAM STREET

5

900 sq m

450-500 people

1,300 sq m

650-700 people

EVENT EXAMPLE - ADELAIDE STREET CLOSED

Civic square
Adelaide Street closed
Adelaide Street open

QUEEN STREET

*

2,500 sq m
1,500 sq m

1250-1350 people

8

EVENT EXAMPLE - NEWMAN COURT CLOSED

QUEEN STREET

*

4

750-800 people

12

7
11

3
9

Infrastructure such as power, Wi-Fi, AV conduits, water supply and other
services necessary for a variety of events and activities to occur with ease, will
be integrated into the detailed design.

6

3

8

7

12

3
10

11

3
12

9

NEWMAN COURT

Urban room hub

Capacity

ADELAIDE STREET

Urban garden

Area

3
8

4

12
11

3

The concept does not intend to provide infrastructure to cater for major
commercial events, particularly those requiring large structures such as stages
and marquees and fencing off areas of public open space. On the limited
occasions that such activities may be approved in the future, it is anticipated
event organisers will provide all necessary infrastructure on a temporary
basis.

11

3
1

WILLIAM STREET

3

8

5

EXAMPLE EVENT - ALL STREETS WITHIN SQUARE CLOSED

WILLIAM STREET

EVENT EXAMPLE - ALL STREETS WITHIN SQUARE OPEN

1 - EVENT & FESTIVAL STAGE

4 - MARQUEES/STALL

2 - BIG OUTDOOR SCREEN

5 - FOOD TRUCK				

8 - TEMPORARY ART INSTALLATION/EXHIBITION/FESTIVAL

3 - AUDIENCE 			

6 - POP-UP BAR/TEMPORARY KIOSK		

9 - STREET ART PERFORMANCE

		

		7 - TEMPORARY PLAY INSTALLATION				10 - COMMERCIAL/COMMUNITY EVENT
11 - HOSPITALITY ALFRESCO

			12 - CHURCH/CIVIC/COMMUNITY EVENT
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7.0 BUDGET AND PROGRAM

Budget

Next steps

The overall project budget for improvements to the public realm in Kings
Square is estimated to be in the order of $8m. This is captured in the City’s
10 year financial plan.

The following will be actioned during the next steps of the Kings Square public realm project (design development/documentation):

Approximately $2.2m of this estimate was anticipated as part of the Kings
Square Business Plan, 2013, and will be used to fund upgrading works to
Newman Court and High Street upon completion of the major building
projects.

•

•

Sequencing, staging and project programming

The remainder of works to the broader public realm will be subject to future
council funding, phasing and program decisions.

•

Detailed cost plan and cash flow

•

Design development of particular construction stages

•

Targeted consultation with specific stakeholders

•

Playground design development and documentation

•

Various referrals, audits and approvals

•

Development of cultural plan (pubic art and interpretation)

September 2017

•

Development of ‘Windows to the Past’ concept

October - November 2017

•

Development of furniture and material palette

June - December 2017

•

Development of pavement strategy (sustainability)

January - February 2018

•

Commencement of a place management strategy

Program
An indicative program for the public realm project has been developed (and
updated) as part of the concept design stage:

Draft Concept Plan				
Community consultation on overall concept
Community engagement /play scape design
Concept development/integration
Design development/documentation		

March - October 2018

Phased implementation (to be determined)

Starting February 2019

Preparing stage 1 of implementation: tree transplant and
demolition works

It is likely the implementation stage will be phased over several financial years,
with the focus being the coordination of multiple construction projects and
the delivery of the upgraded public spaces surrounding the new buildings.
Some works have been anticipated to occur ahead of the public realm project
implementation schedule, for example the relocation of trees and associated
demolition (April/May 2018).
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Version 1 - draft concept, released for
consultation in October 2017
Version 2 - concept design (this
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01. Introduction

Seedesign Studio and our collective team are happy to present the
concept design of the new Kings Square Urban Play Space.
Through the RFQ process, along with subsequent meetings with the City
of Fremantle and extensive information obtained through the community
consultation process, we have developed an Utopian play space based on the
character and history that makes up Fremantle.
Titled ‘Freotopia’, the urban play space attempts to combine robust
industrial and architectural elements of a strong Fremantle identity to
become a tactile wonderland; highly identifiable, highly functional,
completely unique.
We’ve approached the design of ‘Freotopia’ as an all inclusive brainstorm
of elements the community requested, responses required from an
urban play space, as well as adding our own ideas and thoughts into
an initial collage (provided by our art consultants). We’ve then taken
the style of this collage and extracted it into 3D forms to re-imagine
Fremantle into a tangible and magical world that will allow families to
explore the rich history of Freo in a fun and engaging way.

Joel Barker
Director
Seedesign Studio
e: joel@seedesignstudio.com.au
m: 0466 266 305

03. Site Analysis_Opportunities
1.

5
1

2.

Mature heritage ficus trees. Provides a
opportunity to tie concept into these
existing trees and maximise the amenity
which they provide.

There is the opportunity for the
design of the play space to be
programmed for events and festivals
held within the site and integrate
with the Kings Square redevelopment.

1

3.

3
2
4

1

2

3

4.
5.

Photo credit: watoday.com.au

Heritage context. The neighbouring
heritage building as well as the
broader heritage context of Fremantle
provide the opportunity to tell stories
of Fremantle's rich history. This
building also provides a starting point
for consideration during selection of
materials.

The project site has excellent
connectivity for passing pedestrian
traffic. There is an opportunity for the
playground to become a recognisable
wayfinding landmark in the precinct.
Close proximity to major public
transport hub allows for easy access
to the site.

03. Site Analysis_Constraints
1.

Nearby vehicle traffic will need to be
considered in the design to create a
safe environment for young children
and other visitors to the site.

2.

The heritage listed mature ficus
trees on site will need to be carefully
considered within the design so that
they are protected and preserved.

3.

Proximity to heritage listed building.
The design of the play space will need
sensitively respond to it's heritage
context so as not to negatively visually
impact the surrounding built form.

4.

Safety of young children given the
high volume of pedestrian movement
through the site. This could be
achieved through CPTED principles,
carefully integrated low fencing
elements and smart design of play
elements.

1

1
3

4
2
1

2

4

04. Community Engagement
WHAT DO THE KIDS WANT?

WHAT DO THE PARENTS WANT?

The three top selections for inclusion by local school children were as
follows:

The three top selections for inclusion by parents were as follows:

WATER PLAY

SWINGING

CLIMBING

WATER PLAY

CLIMBING

BE IN NATURE

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS

The community consultation process also outlined the following
responses consistently for inclusion:

The community consultation process also outlined the following
responses consistently for inclusion:

INCLUSION IN CONCEPT?
KIDS STUFF

PARENTS STUFF

Water Play		
Swinging
Climbing
Balancing
Speed
Spinning
Sliding
Trees

Water Play
Climbing
Be in Nature
Tactile
Cause and Effect
Motor Skill Development
Refreshments
Different Ages
Seating
Shade

OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
BALANCING

SPEED

SPINNING

SLIDING

TREES

TACTILE

DIFFERENT

CAUSE +

MOTOR SKILL REFRESHMENTS

EFFECT

DEVELOPMENT

SEATING

SHADE

The following additional aspects of play spaces have been
included in the concept design:

NETS

HIDING

IMAGINATION

ENTRY

DISCOVERY

ART

AGES

05. Precedent Imagery
Enclosure and cubbying

Tunneling

Balancing

CLIMBING & SLIDING

URBAN & INDUSTRIAL

LIGHT & SOUND
Open ended
play

INTERACTIVE PLAY

INTERSECTION OF
CITY & NATURE

A STORY JOURNEY

FOR ALL AGES
one unified element

MEMORABLE & ICONIC

06. Concept
WHAT IS FREOTOPIA?
We were inspired by the initial possibility of designing an ‘Urban Play
Space’, and how Fremantle’s strong history and vernacular could be
integrated into a play space that is a direct reflection of this its urban
nature.
Our collaboration team proposes to integrate the iconic of Fremantle’s
fabric with the idyllic and ephemeral captured in the community
consultation undertaken by The City of Fremantle.
In blending these two approaches, we aim to deliver a space that
re-imagines Fremantle into a tactile yet magical space for children and
parents to explore time and again.

ARTIST STATEMENT
“We collated our initial research and incorporated the community
consultation from the local schools to create a list of key words - actions,
items, areas etc. that made Fremantle ‘Freo’.
As is my process for illustrating children’s books - I used this as a
platform to jump from, starting with the text to inspire visuals, to
develop character through the cranes and personified industrial forms
for a playful twist on a familiar setting.
These became the beacons for a space we call “Freotopia” - celebrating
the ingredients that make up Fremantle.
Abstract depictions of these forms are stylised through colour and
layered to create a poster to draw inspiration and extrude elements to
explore space”.

Concept Plan
6
9

5

19

2

4

LEGEND
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Crane_Swing + Fort
Crane_Spinner + Fort
Climbable Sea Containers with nets
Train Track
Slide
Existing Tree
Cottage influenced Monkey Bars
Grand Stand/Outdoor Learning
Totem Pole Lighting Feature
Timber decking
Hand Pump
Bridge One
Bridge Two
Softwall (Water Interp)
Net in Existing Tree
Limestone Spalling
Entry Threshold
Planting
Grassed Areas

11
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14

16
3

13

18

6
15
18

8

18

12

1
19

10

15

17
10

18

6

19

8
17

19

16
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Freotopia...a kit of parts
THE CRANES

THE BRIDGES

The cranes at Fremantle Port are some of the
most iconic elements in the port city. Often
referred to as ‘steel dinosaurs’, these playful
landmarks offer identity, the opportunity to
imagine, and interaction on many levels.

The Stirling Highway Bridge and the
Fremantle Traffic Bridge (Queen Victoria
Street) connect Fremantle to the city.
Abstract forms of these bridges offer
climbing and balancing opportunities.

CLIMBING

SWINGING

BALANCING SPINNING

IMAGINATION

CLIMBING

BALANCING

THE CONTAINERS

THE TRAIN TRACKS

A strong character of Fremantle’s wharf, sea
containers offer cost effective elements for
the play space. The containers will reinforce
the themes established by the inclusion of
the cranes.

Either for goods or for passengers, the trains
in Fremantle are an important aspect of
Fremantle’s transport infrastructure. The
inclusion of an abstracted train track through
the play space offers clear circulation as well
as scooter and running opportunities.

CLIMBING

NETS

HIDING

RUNNING

SCOOTING

Freotopia...a kit of parts
THE GROINS

THE WATER

The limestone spalling that help define
fishing boat harbour have been included in
the play space to assist with level changes, as
well as a cost effective element for climbing,
discovery, and hiding.

Going to the river and the ocean are
favourite past times in Fremantle. We’ve
chosen to represent water mainly through
abstract forms rather than physical inclusion,
however a hand pump and flow channel has
been included to further establish the theme
of water in the play space.

CLIMBING

HIDING

DISCOVERY

THE SHIPS

IMAGINE

WATER PLAY

THE FISHING HARBOUR

Seeing the ships on the horizon, or docked in the
port is a sight that makes up Fremantle’s fabric.
Artworks in the forms of masts, markers and buoys
are dotted through the play space to reinforce this
theme.

DISCOVERY

IMAGINATION ART

ART

The fishing boat harbour is an iconic
destination in Perth, attracting thousands of
tourists each year. ‘Fishing Nets’ have been
located in the existing trees targeted at specific
age groups to reinforce the fishing theme.

CLIMBING

NETS

Freotopia...a kit of parts
THE COTTAGES

THE GRAND STANDS

Fremantle has some of the most
recognisable residential architecture
vernacular in Perth. Heritage listed cottages
line street after street. The forms of these
cottages have been adapted to become
climbing and balancing elements.

Fremantle has a rich history associated to
Australian Rules Football. To represent this
heritage, timber seating, or ‘the grand stands’
have been inserted for larger groups to gather.
It is envisaged that the Library will run outdoor
learning sessions here, but also offer parents
an elevated viewing platform of the play space.

CLIMBING

NETS

BALANCING

THE TREES

THE JETTY

The heritage listed fig trees located on
site provide shade, scale, protection and
elements to interact with. Whilst hesitant to
have heavy infrastructure attached to the
trees, we’ve suggested climbing nets that
interface with the trees.

Constructed in 1873, the Fremantle Long
Jetty was an iconic piece of infrastructure
until it was demolished in 1921. Suggested is
an interpretation of the jetty, allowing a light
touch under the fig tree and offering critical
circulation throughout the site.

CLIMBING

NETS

ART

DISCOVERY

IMAGINE

RUNNING

SCOOTING

Perspective One

LOCATION PLAN

Perspective Two

LOCATION PLAN

Perspective Three

LOCATION PLAN

Queen Street Elevation

LOCATION PLAN

Pedestrian Thoroughfare Elevation

LOCATION PLAN

Section One through Play Space

LOCATION PLAN

Section Two through Play Space

LOCATION PLAN

Age Specific Play

UP TO
2 YEARS
SUITABLE ELEMENTS:
• Crane and Slide
• Train Tracks
• The Jetty
• Hand pump and water channel
• Log Steppers (Bridge)
• The Balancing Logs
• The Swing
• The Buoys
• The sea container/s
• The smaller net and steppers
• The Monkey Bars (partial)

Play Element

Age Specific Play

2 TO 4
YEARS
SUITABLE ELEMENTS:
• Crane and Slide
• Train Tracks
• The Jetty
• Hand pump and water channel
• Log Steppers (Bridge)
• The Balancing Logs
• The Swing
• The Buoys
• The sea container/s
• The Big Net
• The Spinner
• The Groin
• The Monkey Bars

Play Element

Age Specific Play

4 TO 6
YEARS
SUITABLE ELEMENTS:
• Crane and Slide
• Train Tracks
• The Jetty
• Hand pump and water channel
• Log Steppers (Bridge)
• The Balancing Logs
• The Swing
• The Buoys
• The sea container/s
• The Big Net
• The Spinner
• The Groin
• The Monkey Bars

Play Element

Age Specific Play

6 YEARS
+ UP
SUITABLE ELEMENTS:
• Crane and Slide
• Train Tracks
• The Jetty
• Hand pump and water channel
• Log Steppers (Bridge)
• The Balancing Logs
• The Swing
• The Buoys
• The sea container/s
• The Big Net
• The Spinner
• The Groin
• The Monkey Bars

Play Element

All Abilities Play

EQUITABLE
ACCESS
SUITABLE ELEMENTS:
• The Cranes (underneath)
• Train Tracks
• The Jetty
• Hand pump and water channel
• The Buoys + Sea markers
• The Monkey Bars
• The Ocean Softfall

Age Specific Play

PARENTS
+ GUARDIANS

• Seating opportunities
• Gathering Opportunities
• Access to refreshment outlets
• Shading to Play Space
• Protection and separation from Queen Street

07. Art Overlays
DIRECTION

REFLECTING URBAN NATURE

MARKETABILITY

We see the artwork being a subtle yet innovative feature of the play space
that allows children to become surprised and curious, sparking their
imagination when they hear and see the artwork incorporated into the play
space.

We are proposing to create a unique playground that embraces the
sense of place that is so intrinsic to Fremantle by using natural elements
integrated with art and technology to create a place of endless
discovery, learning and play for children and visitors.

Importantly, we believe the approach to establish ‘Freotopia’ with
an unforgettable and icon brand offers unique opportunities for
marketing throughout the establishment and operational phases of
the project.

The art treatments could change and evolve through out the day. This
will not only enhance the dynamic nature of the play space but provide
a continual sense of a changing environment that the children will be
interacting with.

Through interactive triggers we will look to enhance the site at night,
offering playful interpretations of the natural world through light
and sound to encourage curiosity and elevate the installation using
light, sound and colour to extend the elements of play.

Given how popular play spaces have become in the past few years,
we believe that Freotopia offers something completely different that
can assist with the economic and social growth of the Kings Square
development.

We have begun by identifying opportunities to develop interactive art
treatments to specific areas of the play space. Although the opportunities are
placed in separate strategic locations through out the play space we envisage
the artworks to be united as they act to stitch together each location through
innovative lighting and audio treatments. In essence creating a cohesive
theme through the play space.

Drawing inspiration from key cognitive developmental actions,
we can create a sense of magic, transforming and elevating the
space from the real (natural, organic and tactile) to the surreal
(imaginative, wondrous, surprising and curious).

‘Freotopia’ will do this in the following ways:

Additionally we believe that it is important that the art treatments do not
form stand alone pieces that are separated from the play equipment but
rather integrate with the designed structures, surfaces and specific nodes
within the play space.
We are cognisant of the potential restrictions with sound given the
proximity the Church, however we believe the subtle approach to sound
design and implementation can overcome any concerns The City of
Fremantle and the church may have.

To add richness to the user experience local musicians would be
commissioned to add another expression of local Fremantle culture
into the design.
Imagine that a child could be the conductor of their own band,
choosing when to activate signal notes from John Butler’s 12 string
guitar which echoes the sound of a crane in operation, the resonating
sounds from Lucky Ocean’s pedal steel guitar reflecting the sounds of a
passing train, or the deep notes of Kav Temperley’s (Eskimo Joe) double
bass channeling the sound of a ship horn.
Perhaps by push a swing or jumping on a stepping log a child could
trigger the vocal sounds of emerging Fremantle artists such as Salary,
Lucy Peach, The Money War and San Cisco.
In this way, ‘Freotopia’ would come to life and correspond directly to its
surrounding urban nature.

1. Visual marketability
The kit of parts that make up ‘Freotopia’ are unlike any other play
space in an urban environment. This strong aesthetic will make it
memorable in the minds of children and parents alike.
2. Local musicians as a selling point
Having buy in from local artists on a wide scale will help to establish
the play space as a place for people. It will create a sense of
community and get buy in from a wide ranging audience.
3. Programmable and ever changing
The marketability of the play space can evolve and adapt to reflect
the seasonal changes of Fremantle’s urban nature. When requested,
the lights and sounds of the play space can be adapted to promote
events, festivals, exhibitions that make Fremantle so unique.

Lighting Overlays
TREATMENTS
BOLD - The trees and cranes are illuminated to highlight the
various sculptures. These will be visible from a distance to create
a marker for the site.

PROGRAMMED

CONNECTED

SOFT BUILDS

BOLD MOVES

OF LIGHT

DYNAMIC - Pre-programmed sequences of lighting play through the
sculptures as shown. This is a reference to the pulsating lighting of the
port and horizon over the indian ocean of a night time.
The aim is to bring the port into Fremantle, creating engaging lighting
displays visible from a distance and raising interest to explore more
closely.

PROGRAMMED

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

DYNAMIC

FLOW

FLOW

MOVEMENTS

FUNCTIONAL - Indicated on the plan are locations for lighting to
achieve minimum lighting safety standards, and to assure that lighting
throughout the play space does not rely entirely on the dynamic and
bold lighting strategy.
Additionally, spill from the perimeter of the site will be considered in
the lighting strategy.

Lighting Overlays
BOLD LIGHTING THEMES
INSPIRATION

VERNACULAR DRIVERS

EXEMPLARY IMAGERY

The Red Line, Cleveland

Cranes at night

Kings Park, Perth

Mature Trees at night

Inspiration for the bold lighting treatments located throughout the play
space have been driven by the influence the urban and natural aesthetic of
Fremantle and its surrounds.
Through soft and lingering builds of light, the bold lighting elements
highlight the industrial insertions into the site (specifically the cranes), as
well as the existing mature fig trees.
Where the dynamic lighting treatments highlight the ground plane, the bold
lighting treatments highlight elements with significant vertical presence,
and as such the transitions and movements of the lighting effects will be
graceful and enduring.
The bold lighting scheme will also help to assist with achieving minimum
lux levels for safety.

PROGRAMMED

CONNECTED

SOFT BUILDS

BOLD MOVES

OF LIGHT

Lighting Overlays
DYNAMIC LIGHTING THEMES
INSPIRATION

VERNACULAR DRIVERS

EXEMPLARY IMAGERY

Wool Stores, Fremantle

The Ark by Romain Tardy + Squeaky Lobster, Ethnobotanical garden of
Oaxaca, Mexico

Nautical Flag Alphabet

The Ark by Romain Tardy + Squeaky Lobster, Ethnobotanical garden of
Oaxaca, Mexico

Inspiration for the dynamic lighting treatments located throughout the
play space have been driven by the influence of the Fremantle Port and its
associated industry and aesthetic.
References have been made to the Fremantle Port through nautical flags and
bold graphic patterned treatments. Hyper stylised sculptural forms with a
strong graphic association to nautical themes are the drivers in establishing
horizontal and vertical, somewhat rapid dynamic movements on the
allocated items throughout the play space.
Working off the bold and more ‘rapid’ lighting treatments, the dynamic
lighting treatments set out to echo the night horizon over the ocean, with
beacons lighting the way for safe passage.
As the bold lighting elements showcase the biggest physical elements in the
site (existing trees and cranes), the dynamic lighting attempts to highlight
the ground floor on a more human scale.

PROGRAMMED

HORIZONTAL

VERTICAL

DYNAMIC

FLOW

FLOW

MOVEMENTS

Night Scene One

LOCATION PLAN

Night Scene Two

LOCATION PLAN

Queen Street Night Scene

LOCATION PLAN

Sound Overlays
1. THE GRAND STANDS
A representation of Fremantle’s sporting history through audio will be nestled into the
grand stand. Kids will be cheered on as they enter the play space.

2. THE JETTY

7.

As a part of the broader circulation throughout the site, sounds reflective of the ocean
and its infrastructure will be triggered on the timber boardwalk.

4.

3. THE BRIDGE
As children traverse over the wooden logs, a sound reflective of the bridges will echo
through the play space.

5.

4. THE SLIDE
When activated by the action of going down the slide, a sound will be activated that
enhances the journey from top to bottom.

8.

8.
3.

1.

6.

5. CRANE ONE
Activated by either the swing or by climbing, the crane will make an industrial moan to
reflect the nature of the port.

6. CRANE TWO
Activated by either the swing or by climbing, the crane will make an industrial moan to
reflect the nature of the port.

7. THE TOTEM POLES
2.

To further emphasis the link between sound and light, the totem poles will have sounds
influenced by the port, perhaps distant ships sounding their fog horns.

8. THE TRAIN TRACKS
At various trigger points around the site, the clickety clack of train tracks will be
activated to provide a constant hum to the play space.

Sound Location

Sound Direction + Intensity
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OVERVIEW
The redevelopment of Kings Square is a once-in-a-generation renewal of Fremantle’s heart –
to transform it into a thriving community, retail and commercial hub by 2019.
The play space will replace the current Jean Hobson playground and will integrate with the
new library and civic building (which includes a café and alfresco area), public realm and
adjacent commercial development.
The Kings Square play space engagement process was designed to give children and their
families and carers the opportunity to guide the overall concept of this space.
The engagement aimed to achieve the following outcomes:






Better design and decision-making for the play space, with children offering their
expertise on the design and being actively included in decisions that affect them.
Outcomes that meet local needs and context rather than a ‘cookie cutter’ approach.
Children and families feeling more connected with their community and their
environment.
Invite children and families to collaborate on the challenges and opportunities of
providing for play in an urban environment.
Raise community awareness of the project.

Approach
Community engagement for this project was highly targeted to include local children,
parents/carers and other important stakeholders. This was complemented by discussions
with internal user groups who have an interest in the play space, for example the library,
events and community development.
The engagement was carried out in two phases. The first phase of community engagement
was completed over June to November 2017. The purpose of this phase was to understand
the community’s ideas and aspirations for the play space. The second phase of engagement
was carried out in December 2017 to enable the main contributors - the children who
participated in the design workshops - to provide their feedback on the play space concept
plan.
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PHASE 1 ENGAGEMENT
Method
The methods used for the community engagement were:
1. Five workshops with school students from years 1 to 6 held at schools within the
City of Fremantle.
2. Idea board and duplo activity at Buster’s celebration focused on pre-schoolers and
their families, Hilton.
3. Drop-in session using Box Park at Esplanade Youth Park (EYP) focused on parents of
young children, Fremantle.
4. Online engagement on My Say Freo (mysay.fremantle.wa.gov.au) with online
brainstorm, and option to download a design pack to complete and return.
5. Information pack hand delivered to local childcare centres via Fremantle Library
service.
6. Exhibition of school student worksheets in the Fremantle Library and on the selfserve kiosks.
7. Makerspace school holiday bookmaking activity in the Fremantle Library targeting
pre-schooler and junior primary aged children.
8. Discussions with local service providers (stakeholders) at concept stage to ensure
the space is inclusive.
9. Idea board at the Women’s Health & Wellbeing Day at Fremantle Town Hall
targeting parents of pre-schoolers.
10. Idea board and duplo activity with babies and pre-schoolers and parents in Fremantle
Library.

Timeline
June
1
2
3
4

July

August

September

October

November

(survey closed
but info
ongoing)

5
6
7
8
9
10
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SUMMMARY OF RESULTS (COMBINED)
Combined results from both children and adults are summarised below. This is a high-level
overview and more detailed information is outlined in the ‘engagement outcomes’ section of
the report.

Key activities
In the development of a concept design engagement was focused on activities or ‘what you
like to do’ rather than specific design pieces or equipment. Eighteen activity choices were
offered (see appendix one) with respondents given the choice to pick three by ticking or
sticky dots.

What would you like to do most in the Kings Square play space?
Top three selections from local school children:
1. Climbing
2. Water Play
3. Swinging
Top three selections from parents:
1. Water Play
2. Climbing
3. Be in Nature
These selections are also suitable from an inclusion aspect, with the addition of balancing
and spinning.

Outcome: The selections outlined above were both clear preferences (by frequency) as
well as very consistent across children and adults. There is a clear preference for water
elements and climbing across all categories. Activities that develop gross motor skills
such as swinging, spinning and balancing are highly recommended.

Key elements / themes
The local school children’s worksheets and models were analysed and a frequency count
conducted of the elements they included. The results showed a preference for:




Climbing (including ladders)
Sliding
Trees (including treehouses and cubby)
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Flying Fox/ Zip-line (speed)
Stepping stones (balancing)
Water elements

A frequency count of elements in parent and carer’s responses across the ideas board
showed two clear preferences:



Water Play
Natural Elements (including use of recycled materials, making use of the trees,
keeping elements simple to inspire imagination).

Elements to include for inclusion (specifically autism spectrum):




Tactile elements
Activities that use and develop gross motor skills
Cause and effect / motivation

Outcome: The results were similar to the activities worksheet, with a preference for
water play and natural elements (including trees and treehouses) across both ages.
Stepping stones were a very specific element that came through across several unrelated
engagement workshops. Children had more of a focus on ‘scary but fun’ activities to
introduce an element of risky play, such as climbing. They also drew objects that let them
gain speed, such as sliding and zip-lining. Consideration to the tactile experience and objects
that interact (for cause and effect) are important to design for inclusion.

Key amenities
A frequency count of the amenities included in local school children’s worksheets and
models showed the need for:



Shelter
Refreshments (a simple approach such as coffee or a tuck shack)

A frequency count of the amenities included in adult responses showed a clear need for:





Refreshments (easy access to coffee, a meal and maybe a drink)
Shade (and shelter from the rain both for children and over seating)
Properly designed family toilets (large and for families not gender)
Seating (with good visual access and proximity to the play space)
8

Key design considerations
Underpinning the overall design are two key considerations that were raised frequently in
our discussion with parents. They were:



Flexible space
Design for multi-ages

Parents specified that this space should be flexible and designed to leave room for changing
events and activities, as one person described it “give it a festival feel and mix it up”. This
extended to requests for a range of simple discovery-based activities, to moving library
activities into the space or holding children’s events.
Parents also want the needs of little children (toddlers/pre-schoolers) to be considered
alongside older children and teens. This multi-age approach means providing low areas and
small elements for little ones but also thinking of older siblings. Many described the best
spaces as achieving this using a ‘layered’ approach. More details are provided in the report.

In addition, safety and security (both for the elements used in the play space, passive
surveillance and proximity to the street) was frequently mentioned. Aspects to consider for
inclusion are safety (including fencing) and using visual prompts to connect areas in the
space, to prevent children getting ‘stuck’ on one activity and not moving on.
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ENGAGEMENT OUTCOMES
What we heard from children
School workshops
Through an expression of interest process to City of Fremantle schools in April 2017, five
schools chose to be involved in this project. Five workshops were held in total - at
Fremantle, Beaconsfield, Samson and Hilton Primary Schools and Lance Holt School. In total
167 students were involved, slightly more males than females.
The purpose was to determine what children would like to see included in the Kings Square
play space. The children wrote or drew their ideas for play facilities and completed a more
structured exercise to determine their top three preferences for outdoor play activities.
The children then collaborated in small groups to design and build a play space.
Importantly, the Mayor (or another elected member) attended each workshop in person to
hear the children present their ideas and provide feedback.
Outputs from the workshop were:





An individual assessment of preferred activities from a selection.
An individual worksheet including: your ideas / who would come to Kings Square to
use the new play space? / What would they like to do when they visit?
One 3D model per group.
A video recording of their comments on the model (transcribed).

Results – preferred activities
What would you like to do most in the Kings Square play space? Choose your
top three…

What would you like to do most in the Kings
Square play space? Choose your top three...
60
50
40
30
20
10
0

Top three selections: Climbing, Swinging, Water Play.
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Results – worksheets
Children completed an individual worksheet which are available as PDF files. A frequency
count for the activities drawn was carried out, to check against the top three activities.
There were some slight variations from the results above.
Results are grouped into junior or senior categories, as there were slightly different
preferences in the different age groups.

Junior primary (years 1 to 3)
Almost all junior primary children incorporated the trees in their designs. Climbing and
sliding were popular activities.
Element
Climbing / Ladders
Slide
Tree / Treehouse / Cubby
Flying fox / Zipline
Trampoline
Swings
Water elements

Frequency
45
38
25
15
13
12
11

Other elements: tunnels, monkey bars, spinning element, benches/seating, maze, balancing
rope or beam, scooper, tube phone, submarine, noughts and crosses.
Some junior worksheet examples are shown below.
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12

13

14

15

Senior primary (years 4 to 6)
There was a strong desire for ‘scary but fun’ play in the older group. The emphasis was on
treehouses and platforms in trees and climbing. They were also able to articulate the
need for practical elements like seating, food and lighting.
Element
Frequency
Treehouse / Platforms
41
Climbing / Ladders
35
Slide
22
Flying fox / Zipline
19
Water elements / Pond
11
Other elements: trampoline, swing, tunnels, benches/seating, cooking/food/café, sand,
scooper, lights, music, basketball, bouncy castle.

Some senior worksheet examples are shown below.

16

17

18

Combined
The combined results from individual worksheets give a clear preference for climbing /
ladders followed by treehouse/cubby/platforms/tree (grouped) and then slides.

Results – key comments

19

20

21

Results – models
Each group created a model of their design preferences which are presented below. A video
was taken recording their thoughts on the design and this has been transcribed.

Model B1



Water play.
A rock with mushrooms on it.
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Model B2





A climbing frame [grey].
This is the building where you make cubby houses. You can climb on it and use it for
a cubby [yellow].
Play on the grass [green tissue paper not shown in photo].
Sit down near the tree.

Model B3




Stepping stones [grey and green].
A climbing frame with a ladder [cardboard obscured behind tree].
A water play area [blue drawing].
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Model B4





Part of a rocket ship [red].
Water sprayer and spouts.
A treehouse.
A mini trampoline [green with sticks].

Model B5


A rock with mushrooms on it.
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Model F1 (tree removed for photo).






A giant slide around the tree which goes around. Then you jump off the end into the
water, or you can turn it if you don’t want to go in the water.
A noticeboard or information board.
Sandpits.
An underground tunnel so you can go underground and pop up on the other side.
An underground tube speaker so you can hear each-other speaking.
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Model F2 (tree removed for photo).





Air gravity place [plastic cup].
Trampoline basketball court [blue playdough].
Parkour and air parkour, tree parkour. You can fly up and see over Kings Square.
Stepping stones.
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Model F3




This is about respecting the rules and information [yellow blob on the pointy foam].
This is a birthday area and you can also hire bikes [cardboard triangle room held by
sticks top left].
The circle area is water near the stepping stones. It goes to the edge and runs
around. (Tree removed for photo was in the centre of the circle area).
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Model F4 (tree removed for photo was located above the lawn green tissue paper).









Climbing frame.
A gynmnastics thing in the sandpit.
A pond with tadpoles in it, my family like to look for tadpoles and eggs. It should
have rocks around it.
Move the big tree to make more play area in one spot.
In Copenhagen I went to a park that had a tricycle paths and you could hire a bike.
The popsticks are the tracks for this.
A cabin which makes coffee and hot chocolate, and you can have a bonfire.
If it’s raining, a place to get out of the rain.
A ‘tuck shack’.
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Model H1





Undercover area [green playdough]. Undercover area [yellow playdough top right].
Yellow arch is an entrance to the playground.
Chill out area with a cover and you can lie down [foil with the orange cello over
top].
A slide you go through [red].
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Model H2







A slide with a pool at the bottom.
A wishing well.
A tree to rest under and climb on top of.
A turtle design under the tree.
A wire to go across.
A submarine feature.

Model H3






You have to go through these bits to climb up in to the treehouse. There is a slide
going down.
The slide goes down into water. There’s a ladder you have to jump on to. The slide
is wiggly. Once they reach the water they won’t know and they will splash their
clothes.
There is a mushroom you can sit under and a fairy garden.
A spinning thing.
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Model H4







Adventure course with sticks to get thorugh [green tunnel].
Monkey bars [blue].
A tree slide that goes in to water [beige playdough].
A bucket that spills out water.
A dragon that breathes fire (they are fire sticks), people slide down into the water
on a boat. There’s a person in the boat. [playdough with the sticks sticking out].
Stepping stones into trampoline.
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Model H5 (note: slide has broken off treehouse)




A slide and a treehouse. You slide into the tunnel.
A seesaw [grey playdough].
Water thingy and a park together with stepping stones. Water coming down.
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Model H6









A slide [block with red playdough]. Go up the climbing thing and there’s a slide
jumping into the water.
Climbing thing to go up and try to swing all the way around and go in the middle
[blue playdough with vertical sticks].
A train station.
Monkey bars.
A bed to relax on.
A crafting table (as in Minecraft).
A tank (army tank) and you can drive in it.
Stepping stones jump between them. Three can jump at a time on each layer [the
cardboard pieces with three circles]. Then a place to sit down.

Model LH1





A timeline with different age groups.
The 0 – 3 year olds has a dinosaur theme. Friendly dinosaurs with cute faces. A safe
zone with foamy, vouncy stuff (softfall) instead of sand. A baby cradle to rock them.
Outdoor beanbags like prehistoric rocks for parents to sit on.
Next area around 5 years to all ages. Has tunnels between large trees. You can slide
down from the trees.
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Adult area is throughout. There are benches all around so parents can chill out and
watch their kids. A round table.
Hill area (made by the boys) has a tunnel system with trapdoors and bungee cords.
A pond about 1/3 foot deep. Swings on top of the hill.

Model LH2










Lightbulb string lights because in Freo there’s a lot of nightlife.
Green wall which could even grow vegies on it for the café [leaves and green
playdough].
Chillout area for teens with couches and music. A cover over it to keep couch dry.
A castle (because it’s Kings Square) surrounded by water but not too deep. It has a
drawbridge and someone can wheel it down so you can go in.
A rock climbing area with vines.
A run around area [the peace sign] and each colour represents a different colour of
flowers.
A big metal slide like at the Esplanade.
A Jolly Jumper type thing for babies – they have a great time on these but need to be
supervised by a parent or guardian.
Trampoline on the floor [yellow rectangle plydough with sticks].
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Model LH3







Climb up a ladder like a waterslide but press a button and it flushes you. Go down
then jump into a pool.
A ramp goes to a bowl [red playdough] for skaters and a half pipe for the little kids.
The tree has a platform so you can climb to the top (goes around tree).
A climbing frame for 4-6 year olds has holds that are close together and easy to grip.
This side is facing the café so parents sitting under the umbrellas can see the kids.
The other side is for older kids that want a challenge.
Moss [green long area of playdough].
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Model S1




Water slide.
Climbing wall and a ladder to get up to do bird watching.
A high zip line - scary but fun.

Model S2





Large tree [cardboard rolls and cup] which you need to climb and go down.
Zip line.
Half basketball court.
A ferris wheel shaped like a lollipop.
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Model S3




Treehouse with a ladder (meant to be pointing up) as well as a slide to go up and
down.
A coil to get up to the trampoline bit [red playdough] with a pool underneath.
Stepping stones [red and orange circles] maybe to use to get onto the giant fidget
spinner. One person can spin it.
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Model S4




A series of treehouses with a zipline to one another. One has a slide going down.
Another tree has a catapult.
A basketball court.
The slide has a foam pit for when you go down. It ends in a pool of water.
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Model S5




Bottom bit is a trampoline.
A bridge across [yellow playdough].
A zip-line in the tree and a ladder and slide on the other side.
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Model S6









A drink fountain.
A café [wooden block] with pies.
An agriculture centre.
A climbing frame with a platform in the tree, a ladder to the platform
A swing tyre.
You can also slide down the tree but we didn’t get time to add this.
Small skate ramp.
Main play area under the tree with board games.
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Model S7





Up the tree and down a zip-line (about 6 foot) and a tunnel.
A statue of a dragon that kids are allowed to climb on to.
Rock climbing.
Maybe a bridge.

Model S8


A slide from the tree into a foam pit. There is also a trampoline where you can do
tricks into the foam pit.
41







A basketball court.
You can climb through the tunnels and don’t know where you’ll end up.
A climbing wall.
A maze with tee-pees in the middle so you can just read books and play hide and
seek (under the tree).
A café with a deck and a lake [wooden block].

Model summary
The models and transcripts provide a rich data set to base the concept design on. Across
schools and age groups there were common themes:
Trees. There was strong and consistent engagement with the trees – almost every model
utilised trees either to climb, be shaded by, slide down or sit under “the main play area is
under the tree with board games” “a maze with teepees in the middle so you can just read
books and play hide and seek under the tree”. Linking the trees was also important.
Stepping stones. These were popular across ages, many with water underneath. Some
were very detailed designs were developed, such as “three can jump at a time on each layer,
then a place to sit down”.
Water play. This was mentioned in various forms but mostly described as a subtle
element, more like a stream or a shallow pond. Some children even provided detailed
insight into the risks of the water being too deep.
Climbing. Either using the trees or rock walls, nets or climbing frames. This also ties into a
strong desire to be high - “you can fly up and see over Kings Square” or a “climbing wall and
a ladder to get up to do bird watching”.
Shelter. “If it’s raining, a place to get out of the rain” and/or “an undercover area”.
Food. Either in the form of a café, which may even have “a green wall which could even
grow vegies on it for the café”. Or, something simpler like “a cabin which makes coffee and
hot chocolate, and you can have a bonfire” or even just “a tuck shack”.

Other elements mentioned:








Catering for different ages by having “a climbing frame for four to six year-olds
…facing the café so parents sitting under the umbrellas can see the kids. The other
side is for kids that want a challenge”. Also by theming different areas to suit ages.
Zip lines.
Slides.
Cubby.
An entrance to the playground like an arch.
A chill out area either for teenagers or parents.
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A noticeboard / information board.
An underground tube speaker so you can hear each-other speaking.
Submarine.

Community and early years
Worksheets
A design pack was created for the general community including the site context and three
additional worksheets were received from children outside of the school workshops. These
reiterated the desire for sliding and use of the trees.

Activity
During parent events a specially designed duplo activity was used to engage pre-schoolers in
the topic, and as a conversation starter that was also tactile and discovery-based.

Booklets
The Children’s Library coordinated the production of booklets on the new Kings Square
play space as part of the Makerspace school holiday activity. Children were able to take
their copy home. The booklets used mixed media and contain a series of questions linked to
the worksheets:





What would you like to do most at the play space?
What could it look like?
Who will you come with?
Who else will be there?

Six pre-school aged children created booklets assisted by their parents. Ideas they created
included:






A ladder going down into the water
Play in a house / tower / slide
A lounge for mums and dads
We will have babycinos
Climb a ladder
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Examples of booklet covers:
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What we heard from parents and carers
Across five events, as well as an online engagement via My Say Freo, parents, grandparents
and carers were asked a set of questions. Almost fifty parents had one-on-one discussions
with the project team and there were 250 visitors to the My Say Freo project during the
survey response period.
Face-to-face events
What activities do you think your children would like to do most in the Kings Square
play space? Choose your top three
What activities do you think your children would like to
do most in the Kings Square play space? Choose your top
three
16
14
12
10
8
6
4
2
0

Top three selections: Water Play, Climbing, Be in Nature.

What would make the new Kings Square urban play space an appealing and
interesting place for you to come with young children?
Key points raised by parents during one-on-one conversations across engagement events
have been grouped and ranked by their importance:








Flexible space
Design for multi-ages
Safety and security
Refreshments nearby
Ample shade
Properly designed toilets
Seating.
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These are covered in more detail below.
An overarching response was to make the space multi-use and keep it flexible “give it
a festival feel and mix it up”. Seventeen responses were received covering a range of
potential activities and ideas that the space could accommodate, for example: parent group,
rhyme time, children’s yoga, activities involving school students, storytelling in the square,
creative and drama activities and moving children’s events (such as concerts) from the town
hall into the square.
The next priority we heard from parents of pre-schoolers was that the space needs to suit
multi-ages. This means elements for toddlers (suggestions include mini parkour and
skatepark elements or sensory tables) should be considered alongside older children and
teens. Others felt this was a good opportunity to go further and make a multigenerational
space where older seniors and young people can mix informally or through organised
activities. The idea of ‘layering’ the space was often mentioned as a way to appeal to a range
of ages.
Safety and security were frequently mentioned. Responses covered good lighting, keeping
sight lines open to help with visibility, and that more people using the space would make it
more secure. One parent said they would like it be a safe space where there would feel
comfortable to leave their pram out of reach (like they can at EYP).
Within this theme, proximity to the street was flagged as a safety issue, particularly for
those supervising multiple ages. There were several suggestions to fence this or add a design
element that would keep smaller children contained. One suggestion to deal with this was
to keep the younger play elements close to the café with older kids catered for near the
street side.
Equally important was access to refreshments. Parents want easy access to good coffee,
healthy food options in the café and several expressed the desire for a licensed drink and
meal. The audience should also be considered in opening hours with “places that are open
for a meal late afternoon when families with young children eat”. Drinking fountains were
also requested in the play space.
Another important amenity is close access to family toilets. The requirements were very
specific and heard from multiple families – not male/female toilets (this often presents great
difficulty for fathers out with young children) but a family toilet that is large enough to fit a
pram, parent and the children. Some also specified a child-size toilet and basin. Hooks,
shelves and a change table are also necessities.
Parents also need plenty of shade and shelter (both for the play area and to sit under) and
seating that has a view of the whole play space and is not located on the outskirts.
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In terms of play activities, there were two that were raised most frequently by parents –
water play and natural elements. Water was expressed as water elements, water play,
and balancing things with a stream running in the middle.
Natural elements were expressed as grass, enough grass to sit down and eat, natural play
and no plastic or metal. Others went further with dirt, jungle, mud pit, some sand and
“anything that allows kids to get wet and dirty”. However, it must be noted that the
inclusion of sand or mud was divisive, with many parents also saying they view sand as being
unsafe in a public area, the need to keep a public area clean, as well as not wanting the kids
to get dirty when coming into the city to run errands or go out.
Many parents were able to quickly think of example of play spaces they would like to be
considered for inspiration:







Nature Play – Mosman Park, Shelley Bridge, Willagee
Some of the new nature play aspects in Kings Park (not Naturescape the smaller
ones)
An example from Toronto where parents can play with children in the fort
Bibra Lake
Dixon Park in Hamilton Hill does the ‘layering’ for ages well
Many German examples with some mixing tables for little children to experiment
with sand/water

Online brainstorm and survey
Using an online brainstormer, ideas were contributed and voted on. One contribution was
the most important by far (by vote):
Shade & Seating. “Can we please make sure there is adequate shade for the playground,
and also around the playground for parents supervising? So many local playgrounds in our
area are useless in summer as they are simply too hot to use. Seats for parents and when
kids need morning tea/lunch is helpful too.”
Other popular ideas (by vote):
Low Areas for the Little Ones. “A low playground would be wonderful. The Esplanade
park set up is so good for big kids it would be great to have a space at Kings Square that the
little ones can easily use.”
Nature/Sensory Play. “More nature and sensory play, similar to "The Island" playground
at Elizabeth Quay, with interactive sand, water, sound, shade and plants”
Recycled/Carbon Neutral. “Recycled and carbon neutral materials agree with Freo's One
Planet focus on sustainability, and allow conversations to occur with our youngest residents
about the importance of using local materials and more sustainably responsible materials. I
would also love to see some integrated solar/wind lighting and water pumping again as
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educational objects integrated into landscape/urban design, and as a contribution to the
Council's renewable energy target.”
Water Play. “Please add a water play feature that kids can get wet in. Doesn't need to be
big or complex, can just be a single fountain for kids to paddle feet in as part of the
playground. A great way to attract more families to spend time in king's square, and
different to the great playground / Youth Plaza at Esplanade. Also one tall climbing tower /
tall cubby for older kids to explore.”

Other ideas shared:













Disability access for kids in wheelchairs.
A spray-free area (free of chemical herbicides).
Green walls and vertical gardens to separate play areas. You could use these as
shade areas while increasing the greenery / plant cover. Perhaps incorporated into a
maze or jungle theme for the children.
Real grass, real plants - natives planted to 6 local seasons.
Low climbing and wide balancing options (the esplanade web climb and slide is too
high for little arms and legs).
Active/ imagination play like wheels, clocks, blocks and a sundial made from recycled
and/or natural materials.
Some sand and some simple water play - prefer an option that ties in with a library
visit without getting too messy.
Seating for kids and parents that allows for snacks with room for prams.
Water fountain and hand tap with toilets nearby.
Shaded in summer and allows for sun and protection from wind in winter.
Starting awareness of sustainability and the importance of water, the sun, looking
after the environment, recycling and how special Fremantle is as a meeting place.

A survey provided some images as prompts and asked a series of questions:
If you have any comments about this inspiration board, or if there is an image you
particularly like please comment.
“Love the elements of climbing and the different age group appropriate equipment
but there is so much plastic / 'man made' elements here. I would like things to be
more 'raw' - add nature into the picture. Recycled or carbon neutral material.
Greenery / plants. Wood / stone / rocks. What about bringing some elements of the
earth back in?”
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“Nature playgrounds as seen in Davis park in Hamilton hill, piney lakes in Murdoch
and near Zamia cafe in kings park. All include water themes where kids can
experiment with water and sand.”

“I really like the geoglobe structure around the tree, the water play and the
percussion objects. Generally, the simpler the designs, the more creative children
are with their use.”

“I would like to suggest that the Council as part of its One Planet commitment
preferentially uses locally sourced recycled and carbon neutral materials as much as
possible. Any water pumping or lighting should be powered by integrated solar PV
and wind turbines as part of the overall design.”

“I love the structures built around the trees, encouraging climbing and using the
trees for play. I also love the water play.”

What’s your idea for the new place space?
“Allowing children to play together, jump / run / build / create and imagine. Things
they can manipulate and experience. I don't want them to be 'tied in' to what we
think they should play with / what we think their game should be. I would love them
to create their own adventure in a natural type setting.”
Sand is difficult to keep clean. [in public area]
“Integrating renewable energy technologies into the design for water pumping and
lighting.”
“Different areas incorporated into the space - some nature play based areas and
some urban/industrial style. Keeping the play areas loose and flexible for all ages to
enjoy.”

What would help make this a place that everyone can enjoy? This could be a
particular amenity, facility or design feature.





Elements of shade for everyone / Shade / Shaded spaces for picnics. (x3)
Greenery (and lots of it).
Natural / recycled (no plastic).
Different height rest spots for all ages.
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Play sections for crawling babies up to bigger kids.
Drinking fountain.
Recycling bins.
Beanbags for seating.
Good parent rooms/toilets.
Close proximity to cafes and public transport.
Good visibility to all areas.
Somewhere comfortable to sit.

What we heard from stakeholders
Stakeholders relevant to both the local area and target age group were contacted and
information was shared by:






Wanslea shared the information via email with their families (clients) and encouraged
interaction via the My Say Freo website.
Information was shared with Therapy Focus Team Leader Cockburn and
communications team. Personalised engagement options were offered and
interaction via the My Say Freo website encouraged.
Information pack with brochures and example design pack hand delivered to local
childcare centres via Fremantle Library service.
A site meeting was taken up by Autism Association of Western Australia.

Autism Inclusion
Autism is the fastest growing diagnostic category of developmental disorders in children
(DET, 2017) yet the needs of children with ASD are often overlooked in play space design.
In 2015, autism was most prevalent among children aged 5 to 14, reflecting the increase in
diagnosis in school-age children (AIHW, 2017).
The Fremantle is the base for some autism services and from 2018 one of the six public
schools in Western Australia to provide specialised learning programs for students with
autism will be located within the City of Fremantle. For an inclusive, public setting such as
Kings Square, it is recommended proper consideration is given to designing the play space
with ASD in mind.
A meeting and site visit was held with the Manager of Therapy and Clinical Services - Early
Childhood and the Team Leader from Autism Association of Western Australia.
Recognising there is no ‘one size fits all’ approach, there are several recommendations that
can make this space suitable:



Safety (fencing)
Tactile elements
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Gross motor skills
Cause and effect
Connecting areas.

Some examples are provided below to demonstrate the element, rather than prescribing
this particular equipment.
Safety
Perception and reaction to risk is different and the street could present a safety issue for
families. Given it would not be practical to fence the entire play space, it would be valuable if
at least one part of the area could be enclosed or a significant slowing aspect introduced
along the street. This was ranked as a very important aspect for families – without this
assurance they may not visit due to the different understanding of risks. It is interesting to
note that one website which lists fully fenced playgrounds in Perth does not feature any
within the City of Fremantle LGA (see below).

Buggybuddys (2017).

Tactile elements
This provides an important sensory experience and the opportunity to try ‘cause and effect’.
The mirror introduces the ‘self’. Important aspects are the sound button and the fibre optic
area in the top left. In this model children can record themselves and play it back, however
in a public space several pre-recorded messages could be used to achieve the same goal.
This board is manufactured in the US by Wilkinsons. It is kept in a sheltered position due to
electrics however there may be options available that can be used in open spaces. Synthetic
grass walls are also used elsewhere to provide tactile elements.
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Gross motor skills
Activities which use the whole body, particularly large muscle groups, are very soothing.
Developing gross motor skills assists with fine motor skills and balancing in particular
develops lead-on skills. Swinging, spinning and monkey bars (eg odd shaped ones) are also
high valuable. A permanently attached tug-of-war type component would provide a range of
benefits, and for example if sound feedback was incorporated it would also provide
motivation/ show cause and effect.
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Cause and Effect
This can provide motivation through instant feedback. This piece requires user operation,
resulting in a complex gear system manipulated by a crank. An extension on play pieces such
as this introduce a second player for interaction. Another aspect of motivation is that
getting through a trip to the shops or running errands in the city could be rewarded with a
visit to the play space at the end.

Linking Areas
Children can become ‘stuck’ on one task or area and a visual link or trail can help them
move on to a new area. In the picture below visual prompts are used on the floor.

Autism Association of WA recommend visiting the sensory friendly playground in Landsdale,
City of Wanneroo.
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Engagement highlights
Highlights of the community engagement for the new play space in Kings Square were:


Local school children had consistent preferences across media – from top activities
to individual worksheets and group models.



The children value opportunities for active play - using equipment to climb, slide and
gain speed (eg zip lines).



Incorporating the trees is very important to all ages – most of the children’s ideas
showed that they were looking for challenging and imaginative play experiences that
utilised large trees. The senior primary group frequently suggested platforms to get
high into the trees. Similarly, parents value opportunities for their children to have
natural elements and sensory play.



Water elements were consistently a preference – both as an activity choice and
designed into the models. This was as more of a subtle design feature (such as a
stream or shallow pond) rather than a ‘water park’. Stepping stones were often used
in conjunction with water. Parents were equally enthusiastic to include water
elements or water play.



Cubby houses (including tree houses) and tunnels were frequently designed –
suggesting a need for an area where they could feel more enclosed or in a special
place. These types of spaces also provide opportunities for imaginative play and
building independence.



Social interaction is a fundamental need for children in their play space experience they want to come to play spaces to have fun and enjoy themselves with other
people. While children want the space to be for ‘everyone’ they were particularly
keen to visit with their family. Parents are equally keen to see more people in this
space, one reason was to improve security. They want a design that has elements
specifically for pre-schoolers but considering multi-ages.



Both children and parents value additional amenities such as shade/shelter, seating,
access to buying drinks and snacks, in a safe and well-maintained environment.
Additionally, parents are seeking family friendly facilities such as family toilets.



Parents would value this space if it is flexible and dynamic enough to cater to a range
of activities in the future. They see the café as an important attractor if it is easy to
access (for example to grab a coffee with a pram) and the play space could be a good
motivator to use at the end of a shopping trip or running errands.
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KINGS SQUARE
PLAY SPACE

Phase 2 Community Engagement
December 2017
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OVERVIEW
The Kings Square play space engagement process was designed to give children and their
families and carers the opportunity to guide the overall concept of this space. This tailored
approach was taken to carefully consider the needs of the end users and give children a
greater voice in planning, especially at an early stage of the project.

Method
The school component of phase one engagement involved children of a range of ages across
five schools developing their ideas on a worksheet, selecting their preferred activities and
designing models of the play space. Following this a draft concept was developed.
For phase two a repeat visit was offered to each school to ‘close the loop’ and show
students how their input was used, as well as give them the opportunity to shape any
changes or express what they like. They were shown the draft design and completed a
feedback form. On the form students were asked to rate their overall response by circling
one of five faces:

As well as discuss what they liked and what they would change. Four of the five schools
took up the offer and 128 children participated in phase two.
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ENGAGEMENT SUMMARY
Overall the draft design was received very well by local children. The features that they
liked and wanted changed did not differ greatly across the four schools that participated, but
the specific changes did increase, with the older students leaning toward more ‘risky play’.
The feedback given by the children closely followed their original preferences for climbing,
water play and use of the trees. They showed consistency throughout the engagement
process and were valuable co-designers of this public space.

Ranking
The majority of responses were ‘Really Good’ with ‘Awesome’ close behind. There was a
strong trend for younger students to rank the design more highly, with the score decreasing
with age to ‘Good’ for the Year 4/5 students.

Summarised Results
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Comments
What do you like most? Why?
The cranes were the clear choice for the most popular feature, both through frequency
overall (56) and as the top choice across each school. The most common reason given was
because they like climbing, so this aspect of the crane design is considered critical. Other
reasons given were they represent the harbour over the sea, because it reminds them of
Fremantle and because they ‘are cool and a Freo icon’.
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The second most popular aspect of the draft design overall was the net in the tree (23),
which was also the second most popular choice across three schools. This was popular for
climbing and getting high. The water pump feature received a small positive response (14)
overall and was the third most popular aspect across three schools.

What would you change? Why?
The feature in the draft design that most children want to change is the water play feature
(41), which was also the top aspect to change across all schools (tied with the tree at one
school). Reasons given for this were ‘I was expecting more’, ‘I would put more water play, a
stream when it comes from the water pump’, ‘A little more water and some picnic tables
and near the water a waterfall with a stream’. Commonly the blue softfall was suggested to
be changed, either for real water to flow over it from the hand pump, or to change it to a
more natural material, ‘Make the blue part a pool’. In essence the children wanted to
interact with the water longer before it soaks away.
The second most common request for change was the net in tree (18) which came across in
the top three changes across three schools. The most common suggestion for this was a
treehouse, joining trees with elements or adding a bridge. It is worth noting that the fourth
school that did not have tree changes did had a strong request for more nature, for example
‘more grass instead of softfall’ and ‘a peaceful area that you can sit and read a book’ or more
green and nature’.
Third by frequency was not a change but that that they wouldn’t change anything (11) as
they are happy with the design as is. This was in the top three across three schools,
indicating in general the design was well received.
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ENGAGEMENT OUTCOMES
From the original 167 participants in phase one, four schools with a total of 128 students
participated in phase two.

Hilton Primary School
The Year 1 / 2 classes participated in the activity. Overall they ranked the play space
‘Awesome’, the highest ranking.
The cranes were the most liked feature (11) with a common reason that they like to climb.
The second favourite aspect was the net in the existing tree (7) for climbing and hiding,
followed by the water pump (3).
The children would like to change aspects of water play (7) with a range of reasons
provided (see below), many children said they were happy and would not change anything
(5). Less frequent responses were that they would alter aspects of the cranes (3), two
responses regarding cranes in the water section requested water be incorporated into
them. Another change was aspects of the track and ‘bridges’ (3) however there were no
strong themes behind why.
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Comments
What do you like most? Why?


























The crane, because you can climb it
The crane, because I like it
I like the crane swing fort
The crane, because I like to climb
The cranes
The cranes, because the nets
The crane, because it’s colourful
The crane, I love climbing
Crane
The crane slide
The crane, because my Dad works on cranes
-The stepping stones
The stepping stones
-The net in existing tree
The net, because I love climbing
The rope, because I love to climb high
I like the climbing
The climbing equipment, because I can get fit
Trees, because you can hide in the trees
The tree climbing, because I am good at climbing
-I like the water pump
Water pump, because it is really fun
The pump, because it helps the plants grow then you can clean the plants
-Cubby box, because we can make a cubby
-All of it

What would you change? Why?




Nothing / Nothing because I like the design x 5
-Bridge two
Some of the track and some of the dirt
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Stepping stones, because it is a bit boring
-The slide, because it is not water
The shade to a pool
Water, because when you get out you will be cold
Maybe the cranes can have water sprinklers
Get rid of the blue stuff and put water in it
I would change the crane, because it would be better if it made the blue ground into
water
A Wahoo Park
-The crane, because I want to slide down it
The crane should have a lift so you can take toys up there easily
A smaller crane
-Swinging, want more
Can it have a submarine
I would take a little bit of space and put a submarine
I would change the planting because people will step on them
Tree net, make it stronger
With the containers because they are close together the nets could be attached to
each other and we could climb over it

Fremantle Primary School
The Year 3 classes participated. Overall they ranked the play space evenly between ‘Really
Good’ and ‘Awesome’.
By a big score the most liked feature was the cranes (15), with a common reason that they
allowed for climbing. There were also reasons like “because it makes you feel like you’re in
Freo”. Other likes were net in tree (2) for climbing and getting up into the tree and water
play / hand pump (2) for hot weather.
The children would like to change the water feature (8) to make more use of the water
once it comes out of the pump, perhaps incorporating it into more of a stream. They would
also incorporate more green, nature and contemplative spots (5) with less softfall or
concrete. They would also alter the tree element where the net is (4) to have a treehouse
and include elements to extend play such as a telescope or binoculars. There were also
various requests for sports areas such as handball.
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Comments
What do you like most? Why?

















The climbing stuff and crane, because I love climbing
The crane and train track
The cranes, because you get to climb on them
I like the cranes because it reminds me of when I go to Fremantle
Climbing crane swing and fort, because I like climbing
The cranes, because they remind me of the harbour over the sea
Cranes, because you can climb and play
The crane, because there is a tunnel
Crane and shipping containers, because it makes you feel like you’re in Freo
Crane
-Net in tree, because you can climb into the tree from the net
Net in existing tree, because I really enjoy climbing in trees and I like the idea of it
You can get up in the tree
-Water play and nature, because when it’s hot and sticky you want something wet
cool and tropical to relax and play
I like the hand pump, cos if you’re hot you can cool off
-The ocean
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They have lots of things from Fremantle
I think they have incorporated lots of things in Freo
Climbing frame

What would you change? Why?



























Nothing
-A little stream
A little more water and some picnic tables and near the water a waterfall with a
stream
I would put more water play, a stream when it comes from the water pump
Hand pump goes into the waves (blue softfall) in the centre then slides back into the
drain area to run into plants
Wheels for the water to pass through when it comes out of the pump
I would add a real pool
I think that in the spare area we should have a water park that sprays water
everywhere and you get really wet, because water parks are fun
Pool place
-I would put more grass instead of soft-fall [see student’s design]
I would put a picnic area [see student’s design]
I would put a peaceful area that you can sit and read a book
Nature - With the play equipment I think there should be some more green and
nature so it’s a little more peaceful where you could calmly read a book with a
waterfall
Could change the concrete so no concrete and add more rocks because I think it
will be more natural
-Add a treehouse
Treehouse
Telescope in the big tree and some binoculars
I would change the climbing frame on the tree to a tree house, because it would be
more natural
-Train track, because I want a cart on there (to move along the track)
I think the train track should have a little train with little gears so that you can steer
it along the path, because it would be fun
I would change the train track
-A handball court because the big kids can play and have fun as well as small kids
A handball court
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Handball court, gymnastics bars, netball court, tennis court
A handball court
A handball court because it is small and fun
Maybe you could make a handball court, because it’s my favourite game.
-Nintendo 3D station, mini golf, dab arena
A community house (with community kitchen)
On the crane you could put a small box with a bench under so it is cool
Wooden tables
Some deck chairs
A wooden ship that you can go in

Beaconsfield Primary School
The Year 2 classes participated. Overall they ranked the play space as ‘Really Good’.
The most liked feature was the cranes (13). While they like climbing, the more common
reason for their ranking was that ‘they represent Fremantle’ and ‘are Fremantle’. The
stepping stones (6) were popular because they are fun, allow for balancing, and incorporate
light and sound elements. The sea containers (3) were popular for their climbing aspect. The
whole thing (3) was equally popular with the monkey bars (3) for climbing, swinging and
being high.
The children would like to change the tree with net (7) incorporating a tree house or
sliding, zip lines or flying foxes (suggesting more interaction with the tree). They also want a
bigger emphasis on water play (7) and several would not change anything (4). There were
also various other suggestions.
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Comments
What do you like most? Why?


















The crane
The crane, because it is cool
The cranes, because they represent Fremantle!
Crane and bridge #1, the bridge looks really fun, it’s cool how you can climb on it
Spinning crane, because it spins
The cranes, because I love climbing
The crane
I really like the cranes because they are Fremantle
The cranes because you can see the whole playground and mostly all ages can go on
it
The crane, because it’s the only thing you can play on
I think the cranes and train track were a good idea because they represent
Fremantle. I also really like the monkey bars, fireman pole and sea container
Crane
The crane
-I like the stepping stones, because I love jumping to things
The stepping stones and how things light up and make music
Stepping stones (bridge #1) and the climbing net
The balancing beam, because I love balancing
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I liked the wooden jumping, because it looks the funnest
The stepping stones because they light up and make noise
-The sea containers, because you can climb up them
I like the sea containers because you can climb to each one
I like the shipping containers because it would be fun to climb from one to another
on the nets
-The whole thing
Because everyone likes it
I think it’s really good
-I really like the monkey bars, because I really like climbing and swinging so I think it
will be great!
I like the cottage influenced monkey bars because I like hanging on things
I really like monkey bars because I like climbing and being up high on the top of the
monkey bars, also you can see a nice view
-I like the water pump, because if it’s hot you can get cold
My favourite is the water pump because it will just get wet all the time
-I like how things light up and you can go under things
The spider frame because I like climbing a lot

What would you change? Why?












Nothing, it’s great
Nothing, it is awesome
Nothing
Nothing
-Put a tree house at the top of tree with the net
I would add a treehouse and some monkey bars with fake monkeys on them and a
slide with a long arch
#15 (net in existing tree) so you can slide down the back
I would change two trees into a zip line
I would hang the cranes for some trees with a zip line and water slides
I would make the red sea container a tree and do a zip line down to a slide so then
you can drop and go down a slide
I would make a zip line from tree to tree and a harness so babies and kids in
wheelchairs can have a go
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If there was a shallow pool
Make the blue part a pool
I think you could make it better by adding some more water play because water play
would be really good on a hot day (plus it’s fun)
I think we should have a water play area because if it was a hot day it would be
perfect for the kids
You could make more water play and a zip line and more cubby houses
I would like it if there was a bigger water play area because some kids might like
sprinklers that off and on that you can run through. But otherwise I like the
playground
The blue wavy bit to be a shallow pool because it would be a lot funner
-I would make the cranes move up and down
I would change the crane to a half built building with scaffolding on it for nerf battles
The crane into a shark playground, they will be awesome
-I would put a shark in the water and the isa later leading down to underground and
the underground part leads to the top of a sea container
I think a zip line might be a bit hard for some people to put on a harness, so a flying
fox between two sea containers would be good and not too high, but not to low
I don’t like high street shops
The size could improve
Bouncy climbing things
Not many rocks, because someone could fall on one and hurt themselves
The path to go underground and see an aquarium
To make a dig slide
I would change the blue bit to a skate ramp
I would put in a big, big slide and maybe even two
Anything to make it fun
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Samson Primary School
The Year 4 & Year 4/5 classes participated. Overall they ranked the play space ‘Good’.
The most liked feature was the cranes (17) for climbing as well as being ‘a Freo icon’,
followed closely by the net in the tree (14), mostly for climbing and getting high up “because
kids love climbing trees and there are not many trees that you can climb”. The water pump
was popular (9) for cooling down and because it involves nature. The light and sound
elements (6) were popular because they are interactive and clever.
The children would like to change the water feature (19) mostly by increasing this feature,
from simply “I was expecting more” to “make a huge water slide and a big pool”. Another
said “winding stream to float things down”. Expanding the tree net to incorporate bridges,
zip lines or more netting was a popular request (7) however the same number of students
were happy with the design as is (7). Reflecting their age, there were requests to make the
cranes bigger (5) and other features to improver were making the shipping containers more
exciting (3), stepping stones (3), bigger slides (3), more emphasis on nature (3).
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Comments
What do you like most? Why?



Crane, because I like climbing
Crane, because I like climbing
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Crane, because it is really tall and I like tall things
The crane, because you can climb it
Cranes
Cranes
The cranes and net because they involve climbing
Cranes because they are cool
I like the cranes the best because they are cool and a Freo icon
The cranes, because you’re high in the air
I like the crane the best because it’s really high up
The cranes because they are original
I like the cranes because it might be fun to play on for all ages
The cranes because you’re up high
I like the cranes because they’re cool
The cranes, because they are interactive
The cranes, because they are spinny and fun
-I like the tree with net and the parkour also the light and sound, because I like
climbing
I like the tree and the logs, because there is magic and lights
I do like the web, because it’s high
I like climbing the tree
The net that’s going up to the trees because you can get very high
I like how you can climb the net and get high in the fig tree
I like the net
The net
I like the net the most because I like to climb
I like the fig trees cause you can get really high and sit there
Climbing equipment, because I absolutely love climbing and breaks fear and builds
strength
I like the net in the tree cause it lets you get a view of the playground
The climbing net, because I like climbing
I like the fig tree most because kids love climbing trees and there are not many trees
that you can climb
-I like the water pump because everyone gets a turn
I like the water pump but there should be more water pumps
Water pump
The water feature because it gets very hot in summer and you need to cool down
Water pump because it involves water
The water feature because if it’s hot you can cool off
Water pump because you get wet
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I like the water and fig tree because it involves nature
The water pump, because on hot days it would cool you down
-I think the lights on the spiny things, because it makes it satisfying
I like that if you step on the stepping stones they play a song that’s clever
The interactive sounds and lights
Stepping stones, because I like listening to music and it would be nice
The stepping stones because I like to jump around on them
The light and sound
-Monkey bars because I like to climb
Monkey bars
-I like the containers the most because you get to climb
I like the climbing sea containers
-Softwall (water interpretation) because it matches the environment
It looks really fun

What would you change? Why?
















More water features, because I was expecting more
I would change everything and make a huge water slide and a big pool
I would put more water feature and a shallow pool because you would get hot
playing on the playground
Can we have more water features and a zipline
The slide to water slide because there are not many things like that in WA and it
would attract big crowds
I think it would be good to change one crane into a water slide for the older kids to
enjoy
I would change the pump, take out the sand and add a water slide
I think it needs more water play
I think there should be more water
Put in a pool instead of hand pump connect a zip line to fig tree near hand pump
Larger water play area – moat – winding stream to float things down
More water play because it would be more fun
Put a pool in the dirt area
There should be more water pumps
More water play and different climbing tools
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I don’t like some of the grass area and you could change it to some pillars that spray
or make but with water
Replace the softfall stuff with water
Add a zip line with a pool underneath
I would change the softfall into a pool
-Add a zipline to the big fig tree
I would change the web and add a bridge to it so you can climb down
I would have the net connected to a treehouse cause it gives us a place to hang out
The net to make it sporty and put basketball in it or any sport for once
I would change some of the netting into a basketball hoop put some sport into it for
a change
The tree
Use the tree for a zipline
-Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
Nothing
I wouldn’t change anything
I would change nothing
I would change nothing because I’m happy how it is
-Make the cranes more existing and bigger
Make the crane existing and bigger
I would like to change the cranes to a zip line because a zip line would be more fun
More cranes
I would change a crane to a climbing activity because a lot of kids like it or a flying
fox
-Put nets on the boxes to climb on
Shipping containers, they need to be more exciting
The shipping containers should be more interesting more climbing stuff
-Stepping stones, because they are a bit easy
Stepping stones because you can trip over it
The stepping stones because they are too easy
-I would like a bigger slide
I would make the slide bigger because it’s too small
The slide because it’s too small
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-More nature because I don’t think there is enough nature to discover there
Some of the planting
The blue floor because it might get a bit hot, maybe grass or sand
-I would like a flying fox
I would add a zip line cause I think that would be fun
-I’d change the softfall to blue foam so it’s funner to fall down and jump
The tunnel, because it’s boring
There should be a train on the train track
I would change the playground so there is more parkour in the playground because I
like to do parkour and jump and climb
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KINGS SQUARE
PUBLIC REALM

Online Engagement Summary
January 2018
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INTRODUCTION
Online community engagement for the Kings Square Public Space Renewal draft concept
was carried out in late 2017. This draft concept was underpinned by the Kings Square Urban
Design Strategy developed in 2012 following extensive analysis and community engagement.
Online engagement (using My Say Freo) used an interactive digital map, with detailed pdf
documents linked to each area.

From 24 October 2017 to 8 December 2017 surveys were open for submissions on My Say
Freo. Over this period there were over 760 visits to the project page, peaking around the
period 30 October to 3 November 2017. These visits are separated into the level of
engagement, with:
 22 people engaged (contributed to a survey or posted)
 102 informed (clicked, viewed or downloaded some of the content); and
 639 aware (visited at least one page).
Almost half of visitors came directly to the project page (367), followed by facebook (140)
and via the My Say Freo newsletter (59).
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Information and engagement tools provided on this project page were:







Interactive Map (image above)
Survey
Brainstormer
Document - Kings Square Draft Concept (September 2017)
Document - Kings Square Urban Design Strategy (2012)
Links to the Kings Square Urban Play Space Project.

SUMMARY OF RESULTS
Although the page was well viewed there was a low amount of survey interaction, perhaps
reflecting the significant community engagement already undertaken in the development of
the design strategy in 2012. There were 19 responses to the online survey, the majority
from residents in the 50-69 year old age group.

A summary of the responses against each aspect of the design have been themed and
presented below in order of frequency. Full responses are in part three of the document
(detailed responses).

Civic Square - amenities for the public meeting spaces:




Shade, trees and nature.
Benches, seating and places to sit.
Parenting amenities and public toilets.

Civic Square – other suitable uses:


Include more events and entertainment in the space, either through music, screens,
markets or performances. Aside from the amphitheatre or large screen most of
these suggestions could be temporary.

High Street Spine - activities to help make Kings Square a vibrant, active space
for people:


A mix of activities, local retail and activation through temporary events and street
entertainment – a vibrant mix of street artists, markets, food, buskers and sitting
spaces.
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Church Yard & Urban Garden - style of garden:


A native garden with some variations of native sensory, bird attracting, colourful
natives or something like the Highline in NYC incorporating running water. Also the
option to do native mixed with more formal styles.

Church Yard & Urban Garden - features for contemplative spaces:




Comfortable seating or benches, including making them from any trees that may
need to be removed. This includes a mention of relaxed beach chairs and a
hammock.
Including water in the form of water feature, a fountain, water taps or a pond.

Vehicle Movement & Parking – parking needs to consider:




A range of parking to entice visitors, such as 1 hour free, special times for locals,
consideration of elderly and short term access to pick up or drop off things. Also
tourist-focused bays for tours and shuttles to pick up and drop off.
Almost as many respondents thought all needs were considered in the current draft.

Perimeter Streets - thoughts on creating shared spaces:
Only 14 respondents answered this question but a separate written response was also
received. The majority (8) supported the idea of shared spaces. Another two (2) suggested
support for opening Newman Court but with clearer pedestrian separation. The remainder
(5) were opposed to changing Newman Court.
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DETAILED RESPONSES
Survey One: Kings Square Public Space Draft Concept Design
There were 19 responses to the online survey, the majority from residents in the 50-69
year old age group. This survey also incorporates responses gathered from visitors and
volunteers at the One Stop Shop. Questions were not mandatory so some questions have a
lower response rate. Multiple suggestions in one response have been separated and then all
responses themed.
Which best describes your interest in the renewal of the
Kings Square public space?
Im a resident in the City of Fremanlte

13

I own operate a business in the area

3

I use the square

1

Other

1

*Note one respondent selected resident but supplied responses based on business needs
Age group
18 24

1

30 39

3

40 49

2

50 59

6

60 69

6

70 79

1

Suburb
Fremantle

8

Beaconsfield

2

East Fremantle

1

Hamilton Hill

1

North Fremantle

1

South Fremantle

White Gum Valley

5

1
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Civic Square

What amenities do you think the public meeting spaces in the civic square
should include?
Shade, trees and nature (x8). Other than the overall requests for shade, specific
comments were:
 The trees in design are good.
 Gardens bring people to the City.
 Currently Kings Square is a high speed thoroughfare with too much paving and
consequently few pedestrians slow down and relax in the park. In the 1980s it had
ample greenery and was much loved by lunch time office workers and shoppers. A
budget allocation for advanced transplanted trees would help with the 2020 target.
 Trees and gardens.
 Open space including tree coverage.
 Grass area for kids.
Benches, seating and places to sit (x6). This varied from a few small places where
people can talk, to areas to sit under the shade and seating with fixed tables.
Parenting amenities and public toilets (x5). Other than requests for clean wellmaintained toilets specific comments included:


Fremantle desperately needs a parenting room with good quality facilities. Change
facilities and big chairs for feeding (see Garden City). If Fremantle is made more
comfortable for parents we will spend more time there. I have heard this comment
from many parents I know.
 Proper breast feeding facilities including private / curtained cubicles, nappy change
tables and toilet facilities (similar to those at Garden City) are desperately needed.
Lighting / Security (x3) with a focus on night lighting and security presence.
Recreation facilities (x3) such as table tennis/ ping pong, chess, and one mention of
further facilities such as a tennis hit up wall / basketball hoop.
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A focus on visitor experience (x3) by designating tour bus / tram tour / airport shuttle
stop bays to deliver visitors to the centre of Fremantle as well as clear and simple signage.
These suggestions were all provided by business owners or operators.
Designated space for entertainment and events (x2) such as a dedicated stage/platform
for approved buskers to entertain the visitors instead of the ad hock (sic) no governance
method. Also allowing space for markets and events.
The inclusion of water through a water feature or fountain (x2).
Other notes:




Bike racks
A statue of Revd King (after whom the square is named).
Meaningful and educational recognition of the Whadjuk people. Accommodation for
the Nyoongar families meeting in King's Square (which used apparently to be a place
where Whadjuk women came to give birth).
 Some food.
 The proposed sloping lawn on the library may have trouble with water runoff and
compaction from pedestrians.
What other uses might suit this area of the square?
Trees and shade were mentioned several times. However, as this has been covered in
question one the focus of responses below are suggestions for other uses.
The most popular request was to include more events and entertainment in the space (x14),
either through music, screens, markets or performances. Aside from the amphitheatre or
large screen most of these suggestions could be temporary. Comments include:















Music / buskers of a high standard.
School holiday workshops for students (high school/primary school),
Small entertainment venue.
Performances, earth games, markets, art shows.
Amphitheatre for performances
Music - eg concerts, community dance, performances.
Big screen (for footy, cinema, special events)
Concerts - Look how popular The Fremantle Arts Centre is.
A large screen area /outdoor cinema for when special events are on to encourage
people to come into Fremantle and celebrate or engage in festivities.
Hold events there instead of the Esplanade. Leave the grass at park alone for passive
enjoyment and use Kings Square’s concrete.
Cinema nights on Friday (movable screen).
Apart from markets, rallies, concerts, art exhibitions? How about shopping trolley
races?
Pop-up art display.
Buskers.
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Food & Beverage (x2) such as a pop-up café or bar area.
Include history (x2) via a history porthole/ plaque or a history park (WD Moore windmill,
camel train statue, Catalpa escapees statue, fishing boat immersed in concrete).
Seating and tables (x2) ranging from occasional, comfortable furniture for seniors to
good quality funky tables/chairs.
Other responses:
 It's a very small space, I don't think it can take many more uses.
 A water / play park for children (like the one in Darling Harbour, Sydney).
 No 'mickey mouse' playground.
 Chess pieces and table tennis.
 Public transport.
 Fountain - It was the churchyard - place of prayer or contemplation.

High Street Spine

What mix of activities on the High Street spine would help make Kings Square a
vibrant, active space for people?
Most suggestions centred on a mix of activities, local retail and activation through
temporary events and street entertainment (x10).





Cafes, smaller local arts and crafts (from Freo and WA), boutiques with clothes from
Freo and WA, affordable apartments upstairs rather than empty storerooms.
Temporary exhibitions, fairs and day events.
Weekend markets.
Street entertainment.
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Street Theatre, a pedestrian mall on Sundays, continuing the public arts (eg Freo
Festival, Street Theatre, High Tide, Blessing of the Feet). A Sardine Festival? Outdoor
public art. January 26 Aboriginal concerts and performances.
Concerts.
Local artists playing, pop up cinema (family orientated), tables/seats with snakes and
ladders/chess/checkers, water
How about something like the Ramblas area in Barcelona, vibrant with street artists,
markets, food, buskers, sitting spaces
Activation of all streetscapes by a) something happening so lots of people b) mixed
uses for buildings c) lots of licensed bars d) professional consultant's view of
improving store fronts e) free parking at night f) building architectural diversity g)lots
of street art and sculpture reflecting Freo's heritage h) engage with St John's church
to keep it open.
An eclectic mix of craft, shopping destinations [not high end stuff] a mix of small
start ups and place to exhibit their crafts ?

Other:









Benches/picnic area.
Maybe an interactive water feature for children like Victoria Quay or the forrest
Chase area.
Deciduous trees for summer shade.
Fountain for hot summer days, light up footpath at night, more trees to decorate
with cool lights.
Police and Security who are active and paying attention.
Lighting.
Access to public transport (electric cars from station and cruise ship terminal.
Quiet spaces for conversations.
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Church Yard and Urban Garden

What style of garden (for example, sensory, productive, native, formal) would
you like to see introduced to this corner of Kings Square?
The main style chosen was a native garden (x6) with variations of native sensory, bird
attracting, colourful natives and something like the Highline in NYC incorporating running
water.
Natives were also incorporated into two other responses:



All of the above. Make it an interesting place to be. Water features.
A mix of native and formal would be nice, even a city farm type where fresh produce
could be grown and given to the disadvantaged.

Other:






Formal
A cottage garden with pretty flowers.
Sensory
How about something seasonal (not necessarily productive - this would increase the
maintenance requirements) - something that changes with the seasons
Interactive eg maze

What features or amenities do you think the contemplative spaces in the urban
garden should include?
The most popular request was for comfortable seating or benches (x9), including
making them from any trees that may need to be removed. This includes a mention of
relaxed beach chairs and a hammock.
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Including water was popular (x5) in the form of water feature, a fountain, water taps or a
pond.
Shade was mentioned twice (x2).
Other responses:








Perfumed flowers.
An activity which most people enjoy, myself included is to watch the world go by. I
think the garden should continue to provide for that. I hope the outdoor reading
book comes back as well.
Suitable interactive artwork.
Statues
Grassed areas.
Plaques of people that have done a lot for Fremantle's growth/support. Wind
chimes?
Beauty through nature. Introducing change through deciduous (changing with the
seasons) or flowering plants means there would always be something different to
contemplate.
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Vehicle Movement and Parking
Parking bays for the church, people with mobility needs, pick-up and drop-off, motorcycles,
service vehicles and loading will be catered for.

1. Are there any other parking needs that should be considered and if so, why?
Responses related to parking (x6):







1 hour free parking to entice more visitors.
Locals having special free times to park. Elderly having free parking.
Short term 15 to 20 min bays set aside for people who want to access the area to
collect things.
Retention of tram tour/airport shuttle parking.
Airport shuttle parking.
Bay for electric cars.

You have met all requirements / happy (x4).

Other:
 Bicycles.
 CAT Bus service extended through to East Fremantle (George St precinct and river).
 Shoppers - are they to be welcome in Fremantle like at Booragoon, or are they to
continue to be deterred?
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Perimeter Streets
All perimeter streets within Kings Square, except Queen Street, will be designed as ‘shared
spaces’ for pedestrian, cyclist and vehicle use. The goal is to create a pedestrian-friendly
environment.

What are your thoughts on creating shared spaces around the square (on
Adelaide Street, William Street and Newman Court)?
The majority of respondents supported the idea (x8) with comments such as:



Good idea. Shared spaces require people (consider Stockholm etc).
Sounds good if the mix is right.

There was also opposition to the idea (x4) with comments including:




It would be preferable if Newman Court remains pedestrian only. Removing the
road and parking on newman court from the design would facilitate flow and
connection between the old myers building site and the outdoor areas. Keeping it
pedestrian only makes it much easier to use the area with small children, even if
traffic is limited it still means kids have to stay very close just in case a car comes by.
Having been impacted by similar work by the MRA at Elizabeth Quay/Barrack St Jetty
there are 3 issues there that are likely to be repeated in this project. 1. Pedestrians
wander into road areas often oblivious to the risk 2. Vehicles do the opposite and
without proper the loading allowance under the paving large vehicles may end up
parked where unsuitable. At Barrack Street the MRA had to install unplanned large
planter boxes to contain vehicles and relay paving to accommodate larger vehicles 3.
At Barrack St despite repeated assurances that all coach, bus and commercial vehicle
spaces would be retained 6 coach bays and the tour bus bays were removed and the
local traders had to fight to get them reinstated. You cannot sacrifice everything for
aesthetic outcomes [business owner/operator]
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Other comments (x2) included cars but separated from other uses:



See if you can separate each rather than just have lines.
Pedestrians should have designed walking areas to avoid interaction with the moving
vehicles.

Other Amenities or Ideas
What haven't we thought of that would be great for the public space?


Small adventure playground for children, make the art climbable...dual use?, make a
fountain that comes up for kids to run in.




A decent parenting room.
Proper breast feeding facilities including private / curtained cubicles, nappy change
tables and toilet facilities (similar to those at Garden City) are desperately needed.
Additional shade/shelter.
Some covered space for shade and rain protection.
Toilets suitable to be open at night, shelter for homeless










Seating and tables where people can meet and make it a hub before heading off.
Busking spaces.
The other idea which is wonderful is the outdoor grassed area that is in Northbridge
where they have free movies, and free entertainment.
Keep library activities in mind. They are great and bring people together and could
spill to the outside.
I like the idea of changing out the public art to re-use elements owned by the City of
Fremantle. The collection could be expanded to increase the level of change and
interest. Lighting to promote inclusive use at night?




Water feature.
Water! Freo’s CBD has so much concrete and bitumen but no water features ponds, fountains, spillways. Why can’t these be counted as public art? Not only
would these be beautiful and have a cooling effect but could also be a night time
attraction with special effects lighting displays.



Ensuring it still has the Freo feel and isn't just a new/concrete building in the area. It
has to be Freo style.
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Survey Two: Brainstormer
The ‘brainstorm’ tool allows respondents to add an idea against a question, which is voted
on by other users. They are included below.
Question one “What would make you want to go to Kings Square and spend time there
with friends and family?” - no suggestions received.
Question two “ Is there anything in Kings Square now that you'd want to keep?” – two
suggestions:




Chessboard: Place to play street chess with others.
Dual (multi) language honouring Fremantle’s heritage and history.
Dual Aboriginal language for all signage and relevant interpretive panels around the
Square and beyond with a multi-use walkway leading out and back from the Square
and covering Heritage sites around the city depicting the contributions made by
waves of immigrant groups - starting 2000 generations ago. Additionally - a
continuous night brazier - driven by renewables/solar/storage etc - to burn from
dusk - to lead all to the centre of the Square.
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APPENDIX A - Activities

Adapted from Fiona Robbe
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